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Students
Protest
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!An Update
I
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The 'Honorable Calvin O.
Pressley has been appointed as a.
member of the Board of Trustees of
! The City University of New York.

I

Department Heads,
Are Optimistic
About The Effects
Of The Budget Crisis
r-

I

:

Low Turnout Of
Baruch Students
Shows Apathy

April lOis the deadline for all
I budget proposals. The interviewing
i period is from April 10 through
i

i April'

19.

I

II ducted
A stuaent survey being conby the Day Session Student

I

Government and WBMB radio has
received 2,025 responses out of the
9,334 surveys which were mailed
lout.

By BARBARA MEISSNER

I

Contrary to statements issued by
On March 14 the Day Session
Student Government, in conjunc- J City University of New York
Chancellor Joseph S. Murphy mantion with other City University's
and State University's of New dating that the University will be
York, held a rally in Albany to pro- I forced to lay-off more than 1,000
full and part-time staff and faculty
test the proposed budget cuts, according to Ainsley Boisson, DSSG if the governor's proposed 1989-90
budget is adopted by the state
president.
Boisson said that ' 'The idea
legislature later this month, several
Baruch department chairpersons
behind the rally was just to get as
nave stated that they believe their
many people as possible up there to
departments
will in fact not be afmake an impression."
fected by these budget cuts, which
The proposed budget cut CUNYtotal $60 million.
wide. is $70 million, of which
Steve Lilien, chairperson of the

Lexicon.
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By GEORGIA KONTOS
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The 1988 edition of the Baruch I' just don't know what the difference
I College yearbook, Lexicon, has I IContin ued on Page All coiumn 1)
! been recognized as one of the top 10
-----1
yearbooks published by the Taylor
I Publishing Company, according to
Celia Pacheco editor-in-chief of
I Lexicon.
Pa~heco said that it cost $30,000
! to pnnt tOOO yearbooks last year.
"We charged $10.00 a book," she.
said. Funding for the Lexicon, exI plained Pacheco, was provided by
the Day Session Student Govem-I
ment, Evening Session Student
Assembly, and a private account.
The Lexicon was selected from
more than 6000 yearbooks. It was
judged on its page design, theme
development, copywriting, cover
design and special page design.
'
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Summer classes 1989 at Baruch
l will be unaffected by the current
; budget crisis, according to Provost
l John McGarraghy.
; Rumors that classes will be
cancelled due to a budget cut are
l false, McGarraghy said.
I------------:------!
I
"Even if the college ex[periences some cuts in it's budget,
! we don't expect that to affect the
I summer program." he. said.
Summer classes which begin June
12 and end July 31, will offer the
. same range of courses as the past,
and there is "no reason to expect
. classes to be smaller." McGarraghy
, added.
He also said that the state
I le~islature has not yet passed the
budzet for the next fiscal year
which .starts the first of July. The ~. ~
budget is expected to' pass within
the next couple of weeks. he said.
"We won't know the seriousness
of the cut and exactly what it will
effect until we actually have a
budget for next year. All we have
now is what the governor proposed
to the legislature some months ~ilillFialiiCiI_nroi.,lIftiiiiiiiiil~
.Oft
Y
ago," stated McGarraghy.
1IGIdI.
.
tile
ncG&1IbM
edldeII
of
1AxThe last day to file a summer inkM.
tent form is April 28, according to ~~:"'-------------t
(Continued on Page A8 Column 4)
McGarTaghy.
,

been with the department for a
significant amount of time. She also
stated "I expect to have a (1989-90)
schedule very similar to the one we
had last year," and said "We
haven't heard anything about cuts
to our budget.... In terms of our
supplies and equipment budget, I
have heard nothing." However)
Murphy's statement issued
Feb. 6, states,' 'full-time
position reductions are a certainty"
and , "Actions to minimalize fulltime staff layoffs do not avoid
other staff reductions - part-time

;

Provost Promises:
i Full Summer
:: Program or
i
i

By RITA LEAHY
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Celia Pacbeco, editor-in-ebief of
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Computer
V·1rU s
C ontannna
· t es
Baruch's
MI-cr 0
Computer
Lab
By WILUAM

ST. LOUIS

According to Frank Werber
manager of Baruch's Micro Computer Lab, a division of the Educational Computer Center, a computer virus was detected in the
micro Iab in February.
The virus itself is believed to be a
variation of a famous virus. As near
as we can tell what we have contracted is a strain of the Pakistani
Brain. "The Pakistan; Brain is a
program that was written in, I
believe, 1986 by two brothers in
Pakistan. The story goes that they
were writing software in Pakistan
and people were making
unauthorized copies of their software so they wrote a program that
would cause you lots of problems if
you tried to make copies of the software they sold you. Eventually this
virus, which is a very well written
and powerful virus, spread allover
the world, " Werber said.

I

James Murphy. c="allCfllor of CUNY.

Iaccounting department. stated

t~at

his department is actually expectmg
to
I add several new faculty members
Ito irs staff and said HI don't expect
Icuts in the number of faculty in next
:year's academic year." However, in
a series of fact sheets compiled by
Jay Hershenson, director of
Ispecial projects in the governor's
Ioffice in Aibany, it is stated that the
CUNY senior colleges are facing a
Ibudget deficit of $45 million and
6·su ch harsh' cuts win mean the
cancellation of thousands of
i classes, dramatic increases in class
size and massive reductions in student and academic support
services. "

,
I

Pamela Sheingorn, chairperson
of the art department, said
that
although it is too soon to say for
sure exactly what the impact of
these cuts will be on her department, she doubts that it will be losing any faculty members who have

staff would be separated in far
greater numbers. It bas also been
projected that there will be a S4
million reduction in equipment
allocations to the colleges. Baruch
College President Joel Segall has
stated, in addition. "If the cut is as
deep as the governor purposes, we
(Conunued on Page All column 3)
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LAUGH 'TIL -YOU CRY

Nexar R. Cedeno
business manager

For the past few years on or around April Fool's Day, The Ticker staff has attempted to bring the Baruch community a lighter look at school and life in general. We
hope that this year's four pages of mock "news" , "arts" and other stories will tickle
your funnybone. We also hope that while you're laughing you will appreciate the
pointed criticism at many of the things that go on at Baruch.
So please laugh and enjoy "The Ticker," but also realize that the underlying
themes are serious. Someone once said that there is a great deal of truth in humor,
especially satire, and we hope that we have succeeded in this respect.
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ffice manager

Glen .~ Spangler
cart vnist
copy ed.ring staff

Toni { olavito
Anthony Saitta

Roslyn Bernstein
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HAVE A HEART

staff
Ruth Aceved 0
Matt Aubry
Kenneth E. Brown
Lisa Cermak
Scott Oair
Robert Cotter
Kevin M. Dames
Michael Garber
Dominick Gervasi
Robyn E. Hemzel
Holly Dittman
Nathaniel Kanner
Michael Keely
Georgia Kontos

Hale House is a temporary refuge for children of mothers .who are unable to care
for them due to drugs or to AIDS. A fundraising effort is now going on at Baruch.
All students are urged to buy buttons. The proceeds will go to supporting Hale
House. The dollar is going to be the best investment you'll make all year.
Students getting involved in the fundraising effort realize the importance of
Mother Hale's work. Even those who are unfamiliar with her work can sympathizewith the children born under such terrible circumstances. One way to get involved is
to buy a small button, which will mean so much to the efforts going on at Hale
House.
The Baruch community can be an example to others by taking the time to
recognize the needs of these children.
.
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"If the cut is as deep as the governor proposes we will
have to non-reappoint some people. "
.

- ,Joel s.-pu.
PfesideId'.of . . . . . College

next issue: April- 25

closing date for ad copy: April 19
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arts editor

Christopher A. Ward
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Martin Starkey
Mickey Kramer

To The Editor:

Staff at 137 E. 22 St., New York N.Y.
10010, Room 301F. All work except
typesetting and printing is done by Baruc r
undergraduate and graduate, or CUNY BA
students. All typed and signed contrib»
tions and letters are welcomed and shoulu
be mailed to the above address. Our office
i-; open during regular school hours. Any
display advertising questions should be
directed to the advertising or business
managers at (212) 725-7620.
Printing and typesetting by Jae Kim Printing Co. Inc., 40 W. 22 St., New York, NY
10010.

course, we are not tolerant of people who leave great jobs and homes
in the Caribbean to come here only
to end up doing domestic work.
This we find quite nonsensical.
When you say, "The exploitation
of Caribbean peoples," what are
By RANDEL S. STUBBS
you referring to? Aren't you aware
that these individuals have a choice
''The IH1dge Is In bad shape. need the appropriate funds and
as to whether they want to be ex- What can we afford to do this . inspectors if they are to be well
ploited or not? Of course I agree y&ar?'
mai ntained.
with you that many Caribbean
"Not much. It's an awful year.
For fiscal year 1988, the adpeoples are blinded by preconceived No money."
ministration bUdget displayeo
ideas of the United States being a
"But the bridge needs pain- only three inspectors who were
panacea for their plight, but this is a . ling. If. covered with bird drop- responsible for the examination
problem that we all haveto coalesce pings, COIToslon. " hasn't had a of the 2,098 city bridges. The
and solve constructively. We cannot
staff was increased to 33 lnachieve this by criticism and paint Job In 28 years."
redicule of our people.
"GIYe me a break. The spectors as a result of the flnFirst of all, one must reaJire that Mayor's trying to hire hundreds dings concerning the condithe majority of Caribbean people of cops. Besides, you haven't tions of the cities bridges.
that come to this country belong to done a study Justifying the .-Int However, the raise in inspectors
the working class. When a family Job. Tell you what. Paint the equated to nothing because the
comes to this country, it is usually bridge next ye~r. That'll make It city, under the Koch administrathe women who go out and get .a an nen 30 yea...." .
tion, delayed the allocation of
domestic job, usually for two years,
Possible conversations bet- additional
funds
for
in exchange-forher greencard. This
family is then able to be take better ween city officials during the maintenance and repairs of the
advantage of jobs and educational decades it took for the city bridges until fiscal year
1989. It's a small wonder why
opportunities. Of course we undersWilliamsburg Bridge to decay.
we find ourselves in a transportand the need for the termination of
NEW, YO R K
TIM E S,
tation crisis, regarding city
the brain-drain in the Caribbean. editorial, May 7, 1988.
.
Nonetheless, people are not forciNew York city bridges are bridges.
bly brought here on boats, shacld- dangerously close to collapsNew York City's Transportaed together like slaves of prior
ing. Severa' of New York City's tion Oomml saj cner. Ross
times, They voluntarily flock U.S. 2,098 bridges are In extremely Sander, is presently seeking
borders in order to gain entry. Our deteriorated
cond it ions. more
funds
and
more
question is, if not domestic work,
what other types of jobs do you Besides, the closi ng of the employees for maintenance of
recommend that do not require WiUiamsburg Bridge in 1988, 14 the city bridges. Mr. sander has
legal status in this country?
lesser known bridges were cl9S- been allocated $8 million this
Every individual looks at situa- ed entirely, 15 major bridges, in- year for maintenance of the city
tions differently. What Mr. Roach elUding the Manhattan and the bridges, but he would like the
considers, exploitation and slavery Queensboro, are currently par- expenditure to be 40 million.
might be food on the table for some tially closed. Another 371 The $8 million expenditure Mr.
struggling family. It might be an op- bridges are listed to be "struc- Sanders has been given bearly
portunity to educate thier children turally deficient," and 100 need deter massive corrosion of the
which many Caribbean women
struggle to do. Remember that peo- to be replaced. City planners city bridges.
Although, the add itional
ple make their own choices even . must consider that bridges
though sometimes they might not .
be the best ones. There are serious

We commend Colin Roach on his
article of March 14, entitled
"Caribbean Emigrants Should Support Their Homeland." Nonetheless, we think that he bit off a bit
more than he can chew. Before we
lambast, him we must admit that
his Ideas of an agenda to aid the advancement of family and friends at
home and that our struggles and
sacrifices should be geared in the
direction of our birthplaces, are
honorable. Unfortunately, his problem began when he insulted many
of our grandmothers, mothers and
other womenfolk who have made
major sacrifices to get here in order
to assist their families to America.
As a matter of fact, he insulted all
women who do such work in this
country because it is not only Caribbean women who become
domestics. Many Europeans, Irish
as well as Hispanics perform, these
types of jobs.
He was too general and refused
to addresstbe r~nsfor-thesejn .--prolileiiiS'-- diat--lieect-to-bC-condividuals being here, and most imfronted by the Caribbean communiportantly, as he put it, why the
ty in the United States, but women
women voluntarily enslave
working as domestics is not the
themselves in this job of total
most important of all. I still admire
degradation. The majority of
women who have successfully raisCaribbean women who choose to
ed, educated both their children
migrate to the United States have and themselves, despite having to
sought and continue to seek
do domestic;vork.
better opportunities for both their
We do respect some of his ideas,
families
themselves. As a
they are splendid and patriotic and
woman emigrating to this country
we need people like him who are
there are already two strikes against aware of some of the problems that
her. Sheis not only female, but also
plague our people. Regardless of
black. She's also lacking a green the fact that he thinks that many of
card and a college education. This
our women enslave themselves in
combination of factors makes it
domestic jobs, and that our drive
very difficult for women to find
has becomeone of individualsm, we
good jobs. Since this is not the
must approach these problems in a
Caribbean where one can go to
more sympathetic manner because
one's neighbor for a meal or borhostility does not solve deeply inrow some flour to bake a loaf of
grained ideas and problems. The
bread, women must work. As you
solution would haveto be .one of reare fully aware, individuals are
educating our people as to the
hired according to their qualificarichness and uniqueness of their
tions which these women lack.
culture and the need to help rebuild
Although domestic work is contheir homeland.
sidered the bottom of the list as far
Sincerely,
as jobs are concerned, it should not
Maribel Ellis and
be considered a degradation if used
Maureen
Doane
as a means to a constructive end. Of

and

SIGN OF THE TIMES

N.Y. BRIDGES ARE FALLING DOWN

A detrimental remnant of the
cruelty of slavery's distribution
system is the creation of a pe0ple in search for a place called
home. In the robbery of the
African continent, my ancestors
were forcefully dropped off In
what is now the Caribbean. My
ancestors, commodities of the
slave trade, had no idea that the
islands would represent home
for centuries to come. Ever
since, there has been a search
by some, including Marcus
Mosiah Garvey, for a place to
call home. Some people are still
searching. However, I am Quite
contented in considering the
Caribbean, Trinidad and Tobago
in particular, my home. Those
who continue this search in the
United States are evidence that
they see themselves as a people without a land. This can unfortunately be depicted in their

------------------~-----___i
illusionary dream for a "better"

The 1icker is published bi-weekly, eight '
times a semester, by The Ticker Editorial
j
·1

-
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When Chancellor Murphy and President Segall announced the upcoming budget
cuts earlier this year and predicted dire results for Baruch College, we took them at
their word. Suddenly hysterical rumors raged through the school about the elimination of summer classes and of much needed staff members. Fearing a disaster similar
to the 70's budget cuts, students began sending protest letters to the State Senate and
the Day Session Student Government travelled to Albany to take our grievances to the
senators in person.
Now we learn that Baru-ch department heads are unconcerned. They seem to feel
that their operations would be essentially unaffected by any of the proposed cuts.
What, then, has all the noise been about? Where did all those rumors come from?
The most important question is, however: What is going to happen next year when
similar cuts are threatened and the administration starts to cry wolf? It -is doubtful
that the same hystrionics will be believed. It seems that the lack of interest which
students evinced in the trip to Albany is justified. Next time it will take more than a
few rumors to worry
the student body, even if the situation is really serious, finally.
,
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life in their abyssmal depths of
selfishness. What these
dreamers don't realize is that in
their search for that "better" life
(in the U.S.), they hardly ever
cover any lengths of satlstaction with regard to being less
dehumanized, less frustrated,
less abused or having any
political
or
financial
significance ion a land where
racism Is found in almost all
facets of life.
There is an on-going
phenomenon of betrayal to the
Caribbean islands by Its
citizens In their relentless ef-

By COUN ROACH

forts to denounce home. The
rate of emigration of the carii>
bean youth to the U.S., leg9J or
illegal, needs to be paid close
attention. This attention should
be a common priority on the
agendas of the potttical leaders
of the region.
It is not uncommon to hear
nationals abroad state their defiance of the countries' politics
and scope for advancement.
Note my people, although the
scope in this land we presently
reside in has wider scope, the
horizons sought by us are
basically visible for the lands
citisens. On this premise, I advocate my plea for your concentration on your respective country's development through participation. Until your intellectual energies are channelled in
this direction, you're sure to
maintain the status of-a people
displaced throughout history.
The lack of patriotic education in the Caribbean is the rudiment of the growi ng attitude of
anti-nationalism in the region.
However,
it
should
be
understood that the governance
of the region by the British was
implicity destructive and
obstac te-ortented, The structure
of the education system is
strong evidence of the region's
inability to develop nationalistic
harmony in the islands. To think
that the Islands are too small to
haw the capacity to fonnulate

funds Mr. Sander quest fOf can't
damage the possibility of some
improvement for the city
bridges, it is not the answer.
The city officials must observe
honestly and closely that the
answer to the problem lies
within the transporia~jQn
system itself. Often requests
for funds and for improvement
become technically tied up in
bureaucracy and the task Is
never accomplished. It takes
years for the necessary contracts to be approved through
the process we have now.
According to Peter MarFuso,
professional planner, the city
needs to implement an office of
strategic planning. Mr. Marruso,
panelist at a lecture at Baruch
College, Politics and Planning
in the Year 2000, stated the
Department of City Planning
doesn't understand the infrastructure of city planning. He
stated the city needs to start innovative research through an
Office of Strategic Planning, to
develop an analytical study of
the transportation, education
and housing needs of the city
prior to reaching crisis as a
result of neglect.
The Koch administration will
propose to the State Legislature
(Continued on Page AS)

their own imprOVed post high
school Is ignorant, absurd and
outright st upid. In my view of
the dynamics of region, the
British had no intention of
allowing growth of the region·
people. intellectually or otnerwise, even after decolonizatlon.
More often than not, when a
Caribbean student is faced with
the Question of why he or she
could not have studied at home,
a
dilemma
immediately
presents itself. One suddenly
goes into an emancipationary
realm of thought, consciously
or sub-consciously. A point of
information, there is one unlversity system throughout the
islands, the University of the
West Indies with its major
departments in three main
countries. Immediately, one can
get an insight into the degree of
suppression of intellect the
region undergoes. This was set
up by the British to continue to
enslave the minds of a region of
people. Also, the university
system is not in coherence with
the levels of education under it.
~ One then has to seek h is or her
education elsewhere - North
~merica. _
The societies of the Carib- -,.
bean up until the 1950s were
plantation societies. The
mainstay of the region was
agriCUlture. Thus, the school
system 'was one that was structured around the ptantatton

(Continued on Page A5)
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es.
Los Angeles
$99 roundtrip

Cbicag»

$99 roundtrip

PhoenLt
$99 roundtrip

Seattle
S9vrotJndtrijJ

Denter
$99 roundtrip

Miami
$99 roundtrip

Aspedal offer for students,
only for Atilencan Express'Cardmembers.
If you want to go places, irs time for the American
Express" Card.
Because now ~'ou can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyforfutl-ttme
students ubo alT,)' the American Express Card
Travel privileges that offer:
.~
Tuo $99 roundtrip tickets-fly to many of
NORTIiWEST the more than 180 cities served by ~orthAIRLINES
west in the contiguous 48 United States.
LOOK TO US
Only one ticket may be used per sixmonth period.
Special Quarterly Nortbues: Destination Discounts
tbrougbou: 1989-up to 25~b off most available fares.
5.()()() bonus miies in Xorthwests WORlDPERKS"
free travel program-where only 20.000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to an~ where ~orthwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada--upon

enrollment through this special student offer.
And. of course. youll enjoy all the exceptional
benents and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmember. you must be a full-time student. and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card."
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone. Just call1-800-942-Al\lEX
We'll take your application and begin to process it
right away What's more, with ourAutomatic
Approval offers,
you can qualify now
while vou re still in
school.
App lv now Fly later
-for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
"Fare is for roundtrip ~vel on ~(~rthwest Air.lin~ Tickets must be purc~ased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are non-refundable and no itinerary changes may be
made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call -Travel must becompleted by certificate expiration date and may not beavailable between
cities to which Northwest does not have direct connections or routings. City fuel tax surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($250). Chicago ($500) andFlorida cities ($2,00).
Certain blackout dates and other restrictions may apply fur complete offer details, call I-BOO-942-AMEX. Current student Cardmembers automaticallv receive two $99 vouchers in the
mail © 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
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ject black infants with the AIDS
Conservatives of Baruch
come out of the closet. The time virus. More examples include
the silence of the Democratic
for silence is over. In the past
party and its leaders when
presidential campaign Michael
Jesse Jackson made his inDukakis complained of being
famous hymietown statement.
called a "liberal," but in Baruch,
Even more incredible was the
the foul words are Uright wing,"
silence of the party especially
"co n serv a t ive"
and
16Republican." This may break
Jesse' Jackson in the wake of
Louis Farrakhan's antics. Most
some local taboo- but I hearby
memorable
is the quote
proclaim myself a proud conser"Judaism is a gutter religion."
vative.
The second myth is that conRecent mythlogy has painted
servatives are racist, sexist and
a caricature of Republicans as
Digoted, intolerant and war- .nomcpnootc. Essentially this
myth
implies
the
sole
mongering nut cases that come
motivating concern in the conout to vote once every four
servat ive camp is the fate of the
years. A fellow student labeled
me a Nazi sympathizer for merely belonging to the Republican
party. Now it is true that there
are some fringe elements in the
Republican party such as
former klansman David Duke.
However the Republican party
took immediate steps to
distance itself from Mr. Duke
and is currently in the process
of stripping him of his party
credentials. Moreover, when it
was revealed that there were
members of the Bush campaign
white American male.
who were allegedly anti-semitic
The myth that conservatives
Bush had them removed imare racist comes primarily from
mediately. Contrast this with
its opposition to affirmative acthe way the Democratic Party
tion, critism of Jesse Jackson,
failed to act when Alderman
film anti-crime stance, vigilance
Bloom of Chicago made an acin deterring illegal immigration
cusation that Jewish doctors inand sponsorship of English as
for motorists as well as subway
lfQerS. -When it -Glo&ed,-.fAspeGtton has revealed 290 -'flags" or
dnager conditions and one
under the section of the BMT
(Continued from Page A3j
subway track used by the J and
M lines. Most of the steel support system hasn't been painted
the creation of an independent since at least 1973, leav~ng its
authority to spend $2.7 million beams open to corrosion on its
to repair, rebuild, and when approach roads. The last major
necessary replace bridges in
repair work was done in 1983 on
New York, however, the new the mid-span area.
authority will be controlled by
The Williamsburg Bridge
the Mayor. Under a Koch Ad- closed forcing almost a quarter
ministration agency, the city of a million motorists and subwill be misguided, many of the way riders to find another way
Koch Administrations are off to cross the East River_ It also
target. What John Dewey said in
has had an impact on the
applies to the contemporary
business community at both
Koch Administration in respect
ends of the bridges, many
to organizations: it does not
business
people
find
shoot in order to hit a target; it
themselves in economic
sets up a target in order to
troubles. On Delancey Street. in
faci litate the act of shooting.
Manhattan, where shopping has
always been popular slowed to
I disagree with the proposal
a standstill on weekdays.
offer by Mayor Koch because
Business on the Brooklyn side
his Administration has been too
was equally terrible.
careless in respect to the
maintenance and repairing of
The closing of major bridges
the city bridges in the 10 years can't be tolerated. An Office of
he has been in office. I also Strategic Planning should be
disagree with the notion of the established to insure the best
Mayor controlling the authority.
possible research is being done
I'm favoring Mr. Marruso's pro- and while there is an assurance
posal for a fresh, unmangled of- of the funds needed to make the
fice.
necessary repairs after system
In 1984, the city planned analysis approach is applied.
figures for 1988 for city bridges Strategic planning is definitely
ti me consuming but is the
was $123 mil/ion, according to
the Office of Management and means to this necessary end
which must be met.
Budget, Ten Year Capital Plan.
The decision deduced from
This isn't sufficient considering
the conditions of such bridges the members of the office will
as the Williamsburg Bridge. The be respected because they wi II
bridge is 65 years old and was be rational responsible deciclosed down on April 12 after in- sions. The Office should con- i
spectors found it to be unsafer sist of members of the corn-

liThe abortion
question
fascinates me
because the
conservatives
are divided on
this issue. '-,

!

BRIDGES

I

'lin a desperate and callous
quest for a "better' life
some develop a ohenornenet
iqnorence of themselves,
their countries and the region
as a whole."

CARIBBEAN
(Continued from Page A3)

mentality to accommodate
those who sought knowledge in
agriculture mentality to accommodate those who soug ht
knowledge in agricu Itu re
technology. However, it should
be pointed out that it was the

to seek menial labor to survive
due to their lack of skills.
A big question that may be
stirred up is, "How do we begin
to create change from abroad?"
Directing our energies to the
core of society-the youth, we
can initiate change through our
alma maters at home. Most of
us simply reminisce on how
good or bad our school days
were at home. Very rarely do we
ever think of amalgamating to
do something about the present
state of the schools we attended. Whydo we not think of offering some of the knowledge, we
acquired to our younger
brothers and sisters? I am sure
that this sort of organizational
assistance wi II be overwhel mingly appreciated once its purpose is to develop our youth. It
will not surprise me if my
capitalist-trai ned colleagues
denounce my plea for this form
of organization. On the" other
hand, there are a few who care.
As much as the Caribbean

systems of the region instead of
debasing them ignorantly. In a
desperate and callous quest for
a "better" life, some develop a
phenomenal ignorance of
themselves, their countries and
the region as a whole. It is time
you begin to envelop yourselves
into a scheme to enable your ignorance to be converted into
formidable plans of actions to
assist our youth at home.
In my conclusion, I plea to the
Caribbean community of
Baruch College. I appeal that
you enhance your sense of community and national pride to
foster positiveness at home. If
you who are trained outside the
"grass house" cannot be brave
snou qh to develop the
necessary radicalism to create
positive change at home, consider yourselves sitting ducks.
And you who maintain that the
Caribbean has nothing for you I
owe you a message. It is foolish
to cut off the hand that once fed
you.

I
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NEWS
Physical
Education
Department
Chairperson
Forsees
Budget
Trouble
By EDWARD ASANTE
Rumors of an intense crisis situation at the Physical and Health
Education Departments due to the
recent $60 million budget crisis may
have been overemphasised, according to Bill Eng, director of
athletics.
"The budget cuts have not really
affected this department because
most of our funds are from student
activity fees, but nevertheless the
budget crisis might make it difficult
for the available facilities to be
maintained and will inhibit expansion," said Eng. The department
c h ai r pe r-so n , Alfred Paredo,
however, said that "we have been
s: eadily eroded in term.s of number
of courses and funds." He said that
in the 1977- 78 academic year, the
at" ;:artrnent offered 58 courses, but
n0W the figure is down to 32.
Pareda maintains that seven sections of the courses offered in the
physical and health education
classes have been cancelled, and has

nothing to begin with" says Ray
Rankins, recreation and intramural
director. "Our facilities are very
limited and it is very difficult to do
anything with the athie tic teams.' ,
If the budget cuts catches up with
the department, "What will happen
is that no new equipment will be
purchased and as equipment wears
out, so will student commitment to
athletics.' ,
His records revealed that there
The college itself is disadvantaghas actually been an increase in the ed in terms of space and Eng said
Bernard M. Baruch College
number of classes in the-number of that "we barely have facilities that Alumni Association, is holding an
Peredo went on to say that the
Health Education Department is classes offered this semester. 34 as will accomodate high school or Annual. Reunion Dinner Dance, on
over 100 percent enrolled while ac- compared to last semester's ~ 2. Mr. junior high school demands, and to May 6, ·1989, at Sheraton Center
McCarthy, however, agreed that overcome, the sports teams have -Versailles Room 52 St., and 7th
tivity classes are about 98 percent
there
has been an increase of 10.5 had to make many sacrifices." It Ave., N.Y.C. - Cocktail Hour 8
enrolled. Many more students
percent in the number of students will get to a point where they can p.m. - Dinner Dance 9 p.m. Cost
would have registered for courses had
registering for Physical and Health only do so much, he said.
they been available. "If this goes
$50.00 Per Person. Open to All
Education
courses, despite the fact
An article which appeared in the Graduates of Baruch College, but
on," Peredo said, "students will be
that it is no more a requirement for City University of New York with particular emphasis on the
denied the opportunity to have the
the
B.B.A. student. Liberal Arts Clarion described the Physical and following Gala Class Reunions:
variety of programs offered in the
past, and exposure to Health majors are still required to take at Health Education Department at
Education courses like Drug Educa- least one course in this department. Baruch as the principal recipient of i Class of 1929 Sixtieth Anniversary
The outlook for the department the fiscal shock as a result of the I Class of The Baruch School of
tion and Health Education will be
is
troubled, "We have almost $60 million budget crisis.
limited. "
; C.C.N.Y .
.-----------------------------~-------------~. Class of 1939 Fiftieth Anniversary
Class of The Baruch School of
C.C.N.Y.
Class of 1964 Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Class of The baruch
School of C.C.N.Y.
Class of 1969 Twentieth Anniversary Class and The First Class
Graduated from Baruch College.
Class of 1979 Tenth Anniversary
Class of The Baruch College.
affected approximately 170
students.
uI have been chairman of this
dept. for ten years and we have had
a budget of about $59,000 which
has only recently gone up to the
$75,CXX> figure, and which has now
come back to the $59,CXJO range.
What we have to realize is that this
amount does not buy the same
amount of services and equipment
it did 10 years ago," said Peredo.

The Registrar, Thomas McCarthy. explained that this is the largest
spring semester registration since
the 70 s and this could be the reason
for the large number of students
registering for Health Education
classes. "There has been an increase
of 2.5 percent in the number of
students registering for this spring
semester over last spring."

Alumni
Association
Annual
Reunion

Contact the Baruch Alumni Office at 135 E. 22 St., N.Y.C. (212)
505-5897 or Jim O'Connors, 94 Inverness Road, Holbrook, N. Y.
(516) 472-9617 for reservations.
Please mark your calendar for Ma ~
6, 1989 - a Day to Remember your
vears at Baruch 23 St. & Lexington
Ave. Campus.

chairperson of the athletics department, and WOOam Eng,
director of .thletks.
~;,
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3. Get anice, fat check.

TURKISH - AMERICAN CLUB
I nvites the

YOUR ELIGIBILITY IS GUARANTEED!
regardless of financial status or academic performance.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
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1-800-283-8328

Baruch College Community
For a taste of

Now through \Iarch :'1. when you buv selected MacintoshSf or Macintosh II computers, ~,()ld~et
a rebate for up to half the suggested retail price ofthe Apple" peripherals you add on -so you 'J! save up to Sgoo.
Ask for details today where computers are sold on campus.

Turkish Culture
&

Turkish Cuisine

Apple Pays Half

Contact Alyssa, Microcomputer Lab
155 E. 24th, Room 343
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Computers

is used to check the Lab's software
regularly and students disks
sporadically. Werber urges all
students who use the lab to bring
their disks in for a check.
Those students with infected
disks are referred to Diaconesco.
He analyzes the damage and saves
as much data as possible. Some of
the disks are irreparable. "If the
virus is dormant I can recover the
data and I can certify that what I
have recovered is clean. However,
some disks are damaged beyond
repair." said Diaconesco.

(Continued From Front Page)
Although fundamentally similar
our virus and the "classic"
Pakistani Brain have certain apparent differences. "Fundamentally the virus we have has been attaching itself to data files, the
classic Brain attaches itself to
bootable diskettes, diskettes that
you would boot the computer from.
I t eventually takes complete control
of the operating system of the computer. My understanding is that the
classic Brain does not spread itself
except through bootable· diskettes.
file virus we have however we've'
seen on bootable diskettes arid data
files," Werber said.
Nearly 2000 students use the
Micro -Lab weekly including all of
the CIS classes. Most students use
the lab for CIS projects and
assignments but the lab is open to
al I students for a variety of uses
ranging from papers to individual
projects. Werber does not know
how the virus was introduced to the

April 11, 1989
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Yearbook

155 E 24th St.

Pacheco said that she was assissted
._---.-'-::-----

(Continued From Front Page)
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DO YOU GIVE TO PANHANDLERS? WHY OR WHY NOT?
Tracy Barrow
- Freshman

The Micro Lab has also been
plagued by sporadic pranksters who
cause temporary damage. "Occasionally we have users who come in
and essentially do maliciuous lowlevel vandalism on some of the hard
disk computers. For instance we
have some people come in and format the hard disks. There is no pur·

I give to them if I don't see any
physical signs of drug abuse on
them. Also, if they are disabled, or
if I see them all the time begging I
would give because I fee! that there
must be some reason why they have
to be lowered to beg.

x
<'

Elouise Hill
Junior

Faneza Khan
Freshman

Theresa Dekiar
Junior

Sometimes, it really depends on
how much money I have Of, how
desperate the person looks or, what
kind of mood I am in.

I only give money to panhandlers
who I think really need it. A handicapped person for example.

Well I don't believe in giving money
to panhandlers because I feel that
they have the ability to work to do
something more productive, and I
don't trust them either.

Sharon Pargan
Freshmen

system. According to Werber. any
student either knowingly or not
knowingly could have brought an
in fected disc into the lab.
Unfortunately the Micro lab itself
v.C:1S unknowingly responsible for
having aided the virus' spread
th rough its software. The only way
it (the virus) really spreads is
th rough the software, the key was,
for us, to cut out our role in
spreading the virus," Werber said.
The virus is responsible for irreparably damaging several
students' disks. "Typically an infected student will find one or two
of his data files trashed," Werber
said. According to Werber approximately 3 out of 30 students in every

Gregory Gayle
Senior

Yes, I give money because I feel

give

sorry for them. I know some are ly-

money

to

-:

panhandlers

because I believe they need the

ing at times. but I can't tell the dif-

money. Very few people would put

ference.

themselves

in a Situation to be

humiliated just to earn a very few

pennies. I belie, e most panhandlers
do need the money or else they
wouldn 't be au t there asking for it.

a

Mason And Shum
Seek Top DSSG
Positions In
Upcoming
Elections

possible if they were just restricted
to the money allocated to them by
the budget."
"We have a focus. We _have an
agenda," said Mason. '~The student reaction is good.
We have
been talking with clubs and
organizations because our members
are from many different clubs. We
are not like a monolith of people,"
he said, and "We realize that for the
school to function as a strong body
we need to get support from all different factions.
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Sean Mason, presidential candidate, and Wilson Shum, vicepresidential candidate, will be running together on the United Students
for Action ticket during the student
elections, which will take place on
May 2,3,4.
Sean Mason is currently a council
member on the DSSG, "I've been
in council for the past two
semester," said Mason, and "even
before I carne to council I was active in my clubs. " Mason has been a
member of Club Caricom and the
West Indian Cultural Club, he said.
"Our agenda is to address the
issue of Baruch's students rights to
raise funds," according to Mason,
"A lot of other schools in CUNY
do charge money for events and
have fundraisers on campus."
Club budget funds are derived
from student activity fees, however,
stated Mason, "All these other
schools pay student activity fees,
but they are also able to raise funds,
It's like making a profit on the
funds you get."
"We're a business school, yet we
give students money every semester.
Every> year they (clubs) get a budget

It

Mason added, "The minutest
thing that comes up, Wilson always
looks at it from the aspect of; the
greatest effect it will have on
students, if it will hurt them, if it
will help them. He is really committed.
He is one of the strongest
assets to the DSS at present, to the
USA party and to Baruch as a

H

Currently, the City University of
New York is facing a $60 million
budget crisis, "I think there is
nothing more important right now
than the budget cut issues that are
affecting students," said Mason.
"I feel that, the same way that
people before me who worked hard,
that people like me and others can
come and get a decent education. I
think it's my right to do the same
for these who are coming behind,
and that's why it's a personal issue
with me (the budget crisis)," he
said.

Bl BARBARA MEISSNER
to do, generally, what they want
with it," said Mason. "Whereas
other schools, they get a budget and
students are able to use that money
to make a profit by fundraising, by
having events where they can charge
money, and do a lot more than is

Wilson Shum, finance committee
chairperson, is Mason's running
mate. "Wilson is a great person,"
said Mason. "I don't know
anybody else on council at present
who is so dedicated to serving and
in doing everything possible in the
best interest of students.

ting to

t-he cltHJ chartering
getting to know the clubs a little,
and taking a look- at how the

government works."
This year 1 took a little more active point and I started working on
the finance committee in the beginning of the year, which is basically
in charge of allocating $194,000,"
said Shum.
.. I feel that I would be best for

the vice presidency because I feel
tha t I have tile best grasp of what
the students need," stated Shum.
"I have a good relationship with
the administrators as well as the
club, and other students," he added.
The vice presidency will give him
"flexibility" said Shum. "There's a
lot in this school that I see, especially with Sean and other members of
the USA party, that we've
discovered that we would like to accomplish as a team. I feel I can
work best with them."

Shum feels he will work well with
Mason, "Sean specifically has an
agenda that's relatively specified
towards helping all the student's in
"I've been really pushing and adterms of money, because there is
vocating that students get involved,
one
thing that we both agree on and
because this is something that's
that's that CUNY is a school that
really going to effect them," he adffi was started to give immigrants and
ded.
•
~ sons of immigrants, and disadvan"When I came to council one of
~ taged students, a chance to prove
the first things that I did was to be
~ themselves,· to go through college
one of the main forces behind the
~ and to come out and excel. Not just
OSSG newsletter, because I felt that
~ to do well or just learn and get a
we owed to the students to report to
~ degree, but to excel and compete
them on a regular basis." HIt was t=::-:--_-==_ _--:-~_-:-:-_~...:......--I:cagainst school's like NYU and
they who put us into office to reprecan· Pace. ' ,
ffi sent them," said Mason.
"We feel that the best way we can
z
~
Mason is running on the USA whole."
help students reach that potential is
=:: ticket because he liked what the parthrough
student government, and
Shum said, "Out of the two years
:: ty stood for last semester, he said.
I have been here at Baruch I've we agree on OUf ideas on everything
~ "I saw no reason why I should not
spent more than a half of those from keeping tuition down to im~ continue keeping the USA party as
prove in the physical atmosphere.
years in government."
:! a dominant force in the elections.
the social atmosphere, giving the
I~;-----=---=~·_----:----~ They usually tend to attract better
"The first year I spent as school what campus we can," said
candidates," added Mason.
chairperson of Club Chartering get- Shum.
~
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"They said they· support our
I f the budget is passed as proposissues,
but then again they are tryed by Governor Cuomo, "class sizing to please the public," he added.
es will increase and less courses will
(Continued From Front Page)
The DSSG is also conducting a
was between our school and the be offered especially for evening
letter - writing campaign, v:hich
students," said Mason.
others," he said.
Boisson felt that mid-term exams Boisson feels has been effective, "If
Boisson ·added that the DSSG did
you were in your office and day by
promote the rally event, but he con- may have prevented a largest turday
you see a large number of letcluded that the other schools pro- nout. The date chosen to hold the
ters coming, even though they are
bably "had administrators who rally did not take this into account,
standard letters," he said, "each
were also there," and "their stu- "The reason why it was done on
one
of those could mean a vote,"
that day was because a political
dent . body probably pushed it
Mason noted the importance of
strategy. That was a good day for
harder than we did."
us
to
be
there,"
he
said,
"different
the rally "The significance of such
"For our plan we were taking a
administrators
were
going
up
there
an
event was to show Governor
risk by taking out a bus, but it was
Cuomo that students do care about
given a chance," stated Boisson, to air . their views as to what is
needed
for
the
CUNY
budget."
their
education, and are willing to
.....
however, there were not enough
z
The
rally,
called
"CUNY
Day,"
sacrifice
a
day
of
classes,
or
work,
studentsparticirating to fill one bus.
<
to travel to Albany and protest the
.::lI::h.--~-:::::--=-----:--:----~--:-
According to Mason, the bus cost consisted of active protest s,
< smela Sheingorn, chairperson of tbe
"There
were
lots
of
students
walk:=
proposed
budget
cut."
$550 to lease for the day, "It was
:x: art department.
-c
the lowest quote that was available ing around making lots of noise
~ when the University's enrollment is
with their different placards.,"
to us," he said.
Steve Lilien, chairperson of tbe secoun=! at its highest since 1977, The full
Mason felt that despite the low noted Boisson.
He
was
able
to
meet
personally
fr
'
d
R
R
R
,1
ling department.
J impact on the community colleges
turnout from Baruch "Students are
tconttnue
rom
ront
'age,
1will be decided in nearly June, when
more aware now than they were with legislators, "The ideas behind
Chancellor's statement cans SEEK the Board of Estimate and the City
before the efforts of the DSSG," that was just for students to sit face
will have to non-reappoint some I a "high-priority program" which Council review the City Budget.
to
face
and
tell
the
legislators
"but we still need to continually
people."
.
orr
t
of
th
should
not be affected too greatly r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
·
.
work on keeping them informed of specifically what's going on at their
R o b e rt Georgia,
ec ar
e
d
.
campus," explained Boisson.
ue to Its.impo rtance t 0 s t u d en ts .
.
the issues."
.
SEEK program at Bamc h , expIm n - ·
~~~~-----~~~~~~~~==========~~~ili~~spro~b~~n'~~
Th~~~~~tsro~~ab~
tected" from the budget cuts. The ~------------.--"1
SEEK program receives its funding
mostly from a separate SEEK
budget and this year the governor,
Georgia pointed out, "has actually
asked that the funds for SEEK be
-v:
increased a little bit." The rest of
SEEK's funds come from the
Baruch College Fund, and if that is
depleted, SEEK couId be in trouble
financially, Georgia stated "If
CUNY cuts people, it couId also cut
-people from SEEK, which would
IJobn Fitzgerald, presidential ancltda~,
~I result in a decrease not only in our
By TONI COLAVITO
I
!
: teaching staff but also in our
We want to go in there and discuss.
u counseling, remedial and tutorial
John Fitzgerald upper council When we present ideas to the ad~ people." Georgia also stated member on Academic Campus Af- ministration we're going to. be open
• '..
LI.
"Right now SEEK looks good. fairs of the Day Session Student to criticism. We'd rather go in there
~M~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l~~~j~~_~,~~~~~~Q~,~~~~~~.~n~~~~~,~~~D~-1we're~~~~~lls~~ilieuG~~nm~t~iliepre~~n!... lc~- ~dwmk omaoom~om~~d
dI melDber, sJao~ 10. . leftover spirit from
rally .. AIbIuIy.
\ of the legislators in Albany." The didate for. the Co~cerned Baruch come out with something. than go
-._, •
•.
""'-4
~
Students ticket. MIchael R. Fox, in with something ridiculous and
.... . .
member of the Academic Campus corne out with nothing; which is
.. .
Affairs is-tbe €BSvice:'l'residential wnathas ofierihapPened In· the
candidate in the upcoming May p~t." ,
elections.
Fitzgerald and Fox said that they
The Fitzgerald-Fox platform want students to feel more comforstates that "we will aggressively table recreating on campus. "We
seek and achieve quality irn- -,
provements in the most important
aspects of social and academic
life. " Their platform includes the
expansion of student power, advancement of intermediary,
business-oriented computer courses
.....
>....
,
and social interactions for students
such as activities on the roof of the
student center. "What we're
basically going to do," said Fitzgerald, "is try, to continue where
Academic Affairs left off this year.
We'd like to build on Ainsley's and
Frederika's term on Academic Af\
fairs. It really came out of dE Mkh. . Fox, ~ praidestW cadidaae,!
woodwork this year."
Fitzgerald and Fox said that they want to tum Baruch College into a
~
are funding their campaign with place where people would choose to
12:45'pm-3·00~pm
their own money. They said that recreate." Fitzgerald and Fox said
.: ..
they are not buying any pins, they want to promote parties in the
balloons or hats. "The nature of evening towards the weekends and
....
Baruch college is not kids !bat have will try to get the gym to stay open
a Jot of money," said Fox. "We late.
want to sell ourselves not what we
Fitzgerald and Fox said that they
can treat our public to."
are the best candidates for the position. "In complete honesty," said
Fitzgerald said that his ex- Fox, "knowing the other canperiences as vice president of his didates, we have respect for them as
high school student council, and fellow council members and
working in a brokerage house for students, We feel they are two good
lhe past four years will help him as individualsbut we honestly feel that
dp~r:·pri~es
president of the DSSG. "1 have they are not the best qualified 'for
:<
". -.
.-;.::.... ,',
business experience and try to tie it these positions. We know that they
.'
....
""
..,
..., -:r.: ."'... .
in with school and see how the have been in other parts of the
. world really does work." Fox said government and have done decent
that his background working in .cor- jobs. We would be the first to say
porations and owning his own that they have worked well. But we
finance business "will help me deal just think that they. are overstepping themselves. Knowing these
with the administration. "
Fox said that he and Fitzgerald two individuals,' knowing Wilson
should not have any problems deal- and Sean, we just think that they're
ing with the administration, "I not thinking in the best interest of
think that John and I are pretty the s, 1001. They're thinking in the
cool-headed. We're not going to best interest of Wilson and Sean.
ask for anything extreme. Our point That's why we don't think for any
~
is ,Il;O.t.t9 A.o ia tb..er~ ~ anae:r them. ,reason that they should win."
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Meet Tomorrow's
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We

DOORS TO

• ALL BILINGUAL
SUBJECTS ON
ALL LEVELS
.• Elernentary Education
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Special Education
Industrial Arts
Trade Subjects
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Speech Pathologists
School Psychologists
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A Student Loan Company
As Unique As You Are.
~[h a name like Educ.ud

there's only one ching we em
do-e-specralirem srudcnr
loans This makes EJuclIJ
unique. among student lenders. Wc:'ve_made a business d
servicmg students' special
needs. It's all we do. Th;1t'S
why we're the best. AnJ thar\
why you can depend on us f~lr
that special.personal touch
when you need it.

Educald knows you can't
wait for your money. You

SL'e: your Financial AId Olncc.
If you're dig/hie (or a Sr;tf(ord
Loan (GSL) or .in SLS.:hk
fl)r EJucaiJ. Or give US a c~J11:

need it~. Fr. I III rlic m. uncut
WL' rL'CL'/VL' your !'1.1I1 .rpphc.inon, wcrc flghtll1g the c lock ~
[(1 gL·t vou your money f;br.
Educ~id'"
Educald can save you
Q.I
'
'Nl S'uDI ... LOa.
money , too • You l.On
f r r~IY
mn-rc-.t l1l1 111ll.'rl.',r \\'hdL'
Uruon , NJ (201) 686-0101
V'(c;'a"$I~

vou'rc o int mu.illv enrolled 111

school. EJllCl1d c.rpuahzes the
mrcrc . . t (,llJJ, It til the prmc ip:ll) lIn \"1 iur ~LS l \nly \ Hi(l.'- \'
,,1:'\
.it .~r:h I1I.H!I)11
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Free: (800) 338-5616
2840 Morris Avenue
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Life

,I

Insurance

LEARNING TO LEASE
By JOHN C. TSE

Owning a car» it is a dream we all
have. The problem is saving enough
for the down payment for the car.
As college students, we are faced
with other financial needs and are
unable to save toward that down

Battles • • •
continue

~ 'Leasing

is an
attractive alternative "

Universal life insurancero1icy
also be used as a retirement : payment for the car. There is
plan of son stated Wieszncr. This j another option that can be taken to
belief is backed by the fact that I acquire a car. One of these options
universal life insurance policy has a : is to lease a car from the car dealer.
cash value, Universal Ii fe insurance
Leasing is a very attractive alterpolicies can be turned in for the
native to those of us who are cash
strapped because of our other ex"Term life insurance , penses that we incur as students.
i Leasing allows us to acquire a car
is nOI permanent"
without the need of a down payl~Hl

I

(ash value on the policy. Because of
this benefits, Wieszner feels that
universal life policies is a viable
form of retirement fund. An individual can choose to ray the maxim urn premium to create a retirement fund through the cash value
of the policy. The return or divided
on the policy is not taxable, so the
cash value grows like that of an Individual Retirement Account.
Universal provides tax-free growth
of the money in the cash value of
the policy.
Wieszner feels that the universal
life insurance policy is a very good

r0ti('V

on the
purchased and on l he in- .
Depending

~'()UI universal
as your need for in-

-ur ance cornpanv.

pol icv (an

~rlW.

<ur ancc grl 1 \ .... s. Ccrt ain univ crsai
lite insurance policies have options
t o Insurance ~. our coverage every

few vears at

cho osi ng .
For t he student, Wieszner feels
Y()UI

that the most insurance student
needs is lmlyS25,OOO, if they can afford to pay for it. The most a student should spend on insurance is
about 10~o of his or her income.
After a student graduates. Wieszner
suggests that the new graduate !
should lake insurance that will be :
four times the income being earned.r :
More insurance should be taken for !
those graduates who have
dependents, such as children or
spouse.
To deterrn ine which type of
policy is t he best policy for you. you
should be familiar with all policies

"Term insurance
premium will increase
as the insured age"
available to you. You should
similarly. choose a cornpanv thai
you are familiar with and k now
their status and history. Y,.. 1U should
see a insurance agent that cares
about your needs and not just their
commission. A good insurance
"agent is one that keeps you updated
on all the changes in t he industry
and your policy. The good insurance agent should keep you informed on new types of policy and
other insurance products. At good
insurance agent will help you with
all your troubles or needs. The
agent should care because life in- ~
surance or any insurance can affect I

I

~:~:O=~~~:

jf " " are

ment. Some car dealers will require as shopping for a car. You should
a down payment on leases. If you decide on the car you want. After
are cash strapped, then look for the you have decided on which car you "Look for a lease that
dealer who will have a car lease want to lease, then you should start gives you the most for
without a down payment. Most your search for the best lease deal
leases will run from 48 months to 66 available to you. Look for a lease your money"
months. The longer leases will have that gives you the most for your
lower monthly payments. Most of money. You may want to buy the few dealers that you wish to see,
the car dealers will have set mileage vehicle after the expiration of your then you are ready to go see the
that will be allowed during the term lease, if so, you should look for a dealer. When you are at the car
of the lease. There will be an addi- lease with a purchase option. If you dealer, negotiate the lease if it is
tional charge if the mileage plan to drive the car often, you possible to get yourself a better
allowance is exceed during the term might look for a lease that allows a lease. You should go to the dealer
of the lease. Some of the car dealers nigh mileage allowance. Shopping only after you have decided on the
will include a purchase option with for your car can start with your maximum you would pay for the
the lease. The lessee will normally . local newspaper. Car dealers adver- lease and then negotiate from the
be responsible for all repair and tise their specials and sales in the bottom up to your set price.
maintenance for the vehicle that is newspapers regularly. The adverYou can help yourself out, by
leased. The lessee will be required to tisements will provide you with a reading books available on car purtake out all the necessary insurance reference to start your search for chase and how to negotiate with the
required by the Department of your perfect lease. Most of the dealer. These books are available at
Motor Vehicles.
advertisements will provide you your local book stores. Happy leasShopping for a lease is the same . with the lease term (length of the ing.

From NEW YORK
To:
Los An eles
San Francisco
Denver
Honolulu
Antigua
Aruba
Barbados
Curacao
Freeport
Kingston
Montego Bay
Nassau
Port au Prince
Port of Spain
Santo Domingo
San Juan
Sf. Croix
S1. Maarten
S1. Thomas

One Way R.Trip
$160.00 $ 320.00
$160.00 $ 320.00
$160.00 $ 320.00
$ 599.00
$ 359.00
$ 379.00
$ 359.00
•
$ 379.00
$ 139.00 $ 249. 00
$ 309.00
$ 309.00
$139.00 $ 249. 00
•
$ 329.00
379.00
•
$ 319. 00
$ 139.00 $ 249. 00
•
$ 299. 00
$ 359. 00
$ 139.00 $ 249. 00

•

From NEW YORK

From NEW YORK

•

One Way R.Trip
$ 279. 00 $ 558.00

To:

One Way R.Trip

To:

Amsterdam
Athens
Barcelona
Copenhaaen
Duessoldorf
Frankfurt
Geneva
Hamburg
Helsinki
Istanbul
Lisbon
London
Munich
Madrid
Milan
Nice
Oslo
Paris --- - - - - - - - Rome

$199.00
$ 270. 00
$ 290.00
$ 259. 00
$ 250. 00
$ 220. 00
$219.00
$ 219. 00
$ 289.00
$ 299. 00
$ 239. 00
$179.00
$ 229.00
$ 239. 00
$ 259.00
$ 260. 00
$ 259.00
$ 219. 00
$ 269. 00

Stockholm
$ 580.00
Tel Aviv
Vienna
$ 239. 00 $ 478.00
Zurich
$ 219. 00 $ 438.00
Malaga
$ 299. 00 $ 580.°0
Brussels
$ 209. 00 $ 418.°0
$ 219. 00 $ 438.°0
Stull art
Daressalaam
$ 860. 00 $1110.
Harare
$ 860.00 $1110.
00
$1180.
$ 690.
Johannesburg __ ~
__~~~~
Karachi
$ 470.00 $ 920.00
Nairobi
$ 870.00 $1170.

$ 390.00
$ 510.°0
$ 570.°0
$ 518.00
$ 490.00
$ 440.00
$ 438.°0
$ 438.00
$ 570.00
$ 530.00
$ 478.00
$ 358.00
$ 458.00
$ 478.00
$ 499.00
$ 510.00
$ 518.00
$ 438. 00
$ 538.°0

-Bates shown are lowest midweek fare.
-All departure/airport taxes additional
-Bates subject to change without notice
-No credit card payments
-Mix &Match available

~ALL US

FOil OTHE"
GIlEAT T"AVEL DEALS.
NO ADVANtE PURCHASE.
350 Fifth Areaue #3"3
At fhe EmpIre Sf.'e Bu"dlng

n~t" J ~i:i3~~35~5~5e~55555555=iae5iE53=5=5i5i1i53ii3e=iii!i!i======5355===iEi§==3§!

TUNAMRT

HOROSCOPES
CAPRICON
(DECEMBER 2-JANUARY 19

You are an upholder of tradition
and authority. This is because you
lack imagination and creativity.
You cannot take honest criticism.
Not even from your mother. Most
prison guards are Capricorns.

AQUARIUS
(JANUARY 10-FEBRUARY 18)

You are an amiable person who
likes to be popular. You need to be
around others because you cannot
stand yourself. When alone, you do
weird things to your body. Sex
change operations are common
among Aquarians.

ARIES
(MARCH 21-APRIL 19)
You have great energy and are
always enthusiastic.
Your
vivaciousness is nauseating to
others. You concentrate on future
success to avoid confronting your
past and present failures. You have
strange relationships with people
much younger than yourself.

person. Others are constantly taking advantage of you. You do not
realize what is happening to you
because basically you, are very
stupid. You are the laughing stock
of any group.
VIRGO
(A UGUST 1J~SEPTEMBER22)
You are very methodical and like
things in order. On the other hand,
your personal appearance is usually
a mess. You think of yourself as
discriminating, while others think
of you as cheap and selfish. You are
amoral.

LIBRA
(SEPTEMBER

THE MOVIES
OFSU
ER
STINK LIKE
SH
!

FORCES
HUNDREDS

By Weasel Willie
and the Uptown Possy!

PISCES
(FEBRUARY /9-MARCH 10)
You are a kind and gentle person.
Your sensitive nature has given you
the reputation of being a patsy and
a lughead. Your lack of ambition is
directly related to your lack of
talent. Pisces make good ushers.

L01llfes' Airfares for
8AaUCH COLLEGE STUDENTS

insurance policy is
the best "
rnvest meru .

lease), the price for the monthly
payments, the mileage allowance
-that is granted with the lease, if the
lease has a purchase option or not
and other information that affects
the lease. After you have selected a

TRAVEL CUI
~563 2929

"Universal life

PaIie:"~;::' ,-
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You are a very domineering and
opinionated person. You do not
care who you step on to get to the
top. You laugh during funerals.
Most Scorpios are shot in the back.
SCORPIO
(OCTOBER 2J~NOYEMBER11)
You are a very domineering and
opinionated person. You do not
care who you step on to get to the
top. "You laugh during funerals.
Most Scorpios are shot in the back.
SAGIlTARIUS

~ ~ 22~DE~

21)

--

TO EAT
OWN FEET
By MICHAEL GARBER

-_.

~

...... ;

This piece is to all graduating
seniors.
School, the final frontier,
these are the adventures of
By KING A'La PORK CHOP
Baruch. It's four, urn five, o.k,
six year mission, to explore
strange new studies, seek out
Well, it's almost summer and rat "Rico" by seizing control of a
new friends and to boldly go
that 'means that Hollywood will be dumpster and riding it throughout
where - everyone has gO,ne
cranking out its usual menu of sum- Grand Central Station wreaking
before; the real world!
mer blood, guts, com, wheat, rice havoc at every turn. This movie is
Wait! Let's ease into this one
and teenage love. The main focus of based loosely on the legend of' ~Bil
Now, will all the fast paced,
this summer's movies will be on se- ly the Bum."
hyperactive, structured people
qual and copy cat movies. Below is
slow . down and take a deep
a list of some of the movies due out PUKING GIRL- Melanie Griffith
starsas a conscientious working girl
during the next couple of months.
breath. Fine; let's go.
who lives on Staten Island and
And now, for all to hear and
THROW MOMMA IN FRONT OF works in Manhattan who can 't
read, let it be stated, "scnooi is
THE uF" TRAIN- Even more fed seem to ride the Staten Island ferry
not the real world." There; said
up with momma than before, Owen without barfing over the side of the
tosses his foulmouth, nag hag of a boat. Harrison Ford also stars in
and dona. By now you should be
mother in front of a westbound this Wornout Brothers film.
aski ng yourself, "what is this
"FU at 34th Street. From Borion
person talking about?" What
DIE HI- Bruce Willis stars as a skid
Pictures.
we're talking about is that
row drug addict who od's and dies
"last" spring break. You know,
TOP GUM- Tom Cruise is the best
on "crack."
gum chewer in the navy. When he
that's the one that has to be for
and his partner get their chance to MY HARD (ON)- Bruce Willis is a
a long, long, long while. It's all
chew with the best military gum cop from New York who finds
about a fast chance at freedom,
chewers in the world he falls in love himself trapped in a California hior to put it simply it's about fun
with his gum instructor.
rise with an erection.
in its purest form (This ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
graduating senior has "his
priorities straight). Are you getting my drift? Paper airplanes in

You have a vivid Imagination and
are always trying new things. Your
TAURUS
friends think you are a pervert.
("tPRIL 10-MA Y 20)
Honesty is so important to you that
class, spitballs across the
'\ -: : are steadfast, even stubborn, you ~~en~~t .todoing.Ii:lCrAealJb!¥--I---~~~~!-~Y~D~J.9Y~:d<!vey eyes
i; -,our wayS-.-p:eople who kiiowYou. dumb things. Nudists are aImast·
a fellow classmate (¥es,-even at
vcll describe you as a pighead. You always Sagittarians.
Baruch). This is it! Ever since
"!~joy music but the only thing you
nursery school, throughout
can play is a radio. You are a comkindergarten, during grade
munist.
school, and all throughout high
school it's all been the same.
GEMINI
fMA Y 2/-JUNE 20)
Do you think that it changes in
You are very exuberant and enjoy
college? Hell no! College is
expressing yourself. Your friends
school and school is fun, get
.hink of you as a busy-body and a
the analogy?
bore. You brag about your versatiiWhat happens after college?
::y but down deep you know you can
Do we become stale, narrow
do nothing welL Most welfare reciand plastic? Do we become
pients are Geminis.
money hungry, greedy people
with only our future responCANCER
sibilities to look forward to?
(JUNE 21-JULY 11)
GORILLAS WITH A LISPWell forget about the serious
You are a very patient person. You
Sigourney Weaver stars as a
can fall asleep waiting for things to
zoologist who travels to the jungles
people, what's going to happen
happen. You have a keen memory
of Africa to help a family of gorillas
to me, or you, or the few spoiled,
and often recite boring, obscure
pronounce
their I' s and w's correctimmature, unambitious people
1y.
things to your few friends. Cancers
that
I'm
t~ingto
reach
out
to?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
are easily influenced and many have ;
Are we going to become parents
actually drowned when told to go
who give noogies to their
jump in the lake.
HOMOCOP- When a faggot cop's A DISH CALLED FISH- Jamie
children? Will we punish the
limp wrist are blown off by a bunch Lee Curtis, John Cleese and Kevi:
kids by giving them ring dings?
LEO
of real men the department Kline star as a group of ex-Arthur
Yes, I think so. Rally.
(JULY 2J-AUGUST 12)
transforms the 195 lbs. rump- Treachers Fish 'N' Chips workers
You are a verv nroud and trusting ,
So tell me, what happens
wrangling, bone-smuggling por- who join forces to fry up a crispy
when our bosses don't like our
thole pirate cop into a lean, mean, plate of fish for no real apparent
hair. Riped jeans and sweats
gun-wielding Homo-cop with a reason.
are just fine by me. Here we are
bionic limp wrist.
MARRIED TO THE SLOBsafe. No differences between
YOO-HOO, RATTLE AND HUM Michelle Pfeiffer finds herself marthe social classes. We are all
ried to all three fat boys who eat her
AND SHAKE WELL BEFORE
just the same, students in a
OPENING- This musical documen- out of house of home while never
school. Out there it might be dif·
taking a shower Or cleaning up the
tary, from Plainmountain Flicks,
ferent, but until then, leave my
place.
chronicles the selling history and
unreal world alone.
national impact of Yoo-hoo.
CAINMAN· Dustin Hoffman is the
biggest
autistic cocaine dealer in the
WHO
FRAMED
ROGER
HEALEY?- When Jeannie sudden- world and Tom Cruise is his brother
WEASEL WILLIE IS A
ly turns up dead in her bottle Tony Bart. Together these two unlikely
lUDUATE UF THE SCHOOL tries to convince Dr. Bellows that brothers build an empire. even as
Roger murdered her. A Botched- Hoffman's brother Bart is plotting
FOR WEASELS AND HAS
to do absolutely nothing.
stoned film.

..

BEEN STUDYING
POR THE
HO:n 08(;01'CD.IP~
~ r
: BETTER PABT OF 15

ILL~:j"L WEAPON-Mel Gibson is
Sanchez Rigs. a Mexican border
~--- - ~'
Sheen and Kiefer Sutherland are a jumper who resisters himself as an
,--"~-'
" - ;~::'
bunch of no-good lazy bums who illegal weapon before he is deported
N'O~
,::,"~t~ -,~.f L~':' , .;-- ~~~ ~.-- - '
~::~:MINI (TJi..fit Nn~e.:s-:'~A""; '- ~~dI.~·tJaIiI~~'
back to his native counh'w •. , ' .' _. , .:
~;~W_.,.,""'¥..~.{1{<t(~~i:;"#...;J..~s;.;,~"i5~~;;:z...~~;'.r'f:. ·~~~~~...,,·.·.~~:"\.·~~~\~~:.;.-~N-'¥ . .
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YOUNG BUMS- Lou Diamond
Phillips, Emilio Estevez, Charlie
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TELEVISION TODAY
§
§

Cattle Call
Scooby Ooo-Doo - cartoon
11- Morning Cocktail - Leo the
bartender teaches us how to
make the perfect Harvey Wall
banger.
4-

~

~o

11- RUD Your Gear- game
13- Ses Pool- Dirty children

I PM

The ¥ouag and the Breastless
9 PM
- serial
4- n.e Old and Decrepit - serial
§ 5- Movie - thriller "The Knish." 2- Robber Room - children
§
(1984 Japanese) A small
4- The Cuzbro Silow - comedy
§
potato dumpling is accidently
Cliff is caught in bed with
dropped in a radioactive area ~
another woman, and Theo is
7AM
and quickly grows int a giant
arrested on gun charges.
.
Knish that devours Tokyo. (8 5- Movie - comedy
2- Play With Yourself
hrs.)
"Now That's a Fire!" (1989)
-rnasturbation exercise
§ 13- G.I. Hoe - cartoon.
Uncle Gus, Eddie Murphy's
4Any Day, but Today - Bryant
uncle who always like to work
Gumby "dammit".
2 PM
the grill, stars as himself and
5- Tile Brownstones - cartoon
goes from backyard barbecue
7- Good Morning Skid Row
2- Black Vet - serial
to backyard barbecue dernan9- Penis Boy - cartoon
Mosquito Man- cartoon
.
ding to work the grill. (14 Yl
413- Mr. Rogers Roacb Riddell
5- The Brady Possey Mike 10'5es
hours)
Neigbborbooo - children
his job and takes to pimping § 7 S*Q*U*A*T- crime drama
Marcia and Cindy for extra
§ - (Special *Queens* Using. Ad8AM
cash while Jan gets in a brawl §
vancess Tactices) The
with Greg, Peter, and Bobby §
S . QUA
. . . T . T earn must
5Robot Molesters - cartoon
over drug money.
rescue a bunch of male
9- Teenage Mutant Cyborg Ninja
&
models from "Chip n Dales"
Wombats on Dope - cartoon § 3 P,AJ
~
from Crazed Roto- rooter
11- Tile ReaJ Robot Molesters
§
§ pants.
man with a snake in his
-cartoon
,2- Donahuey- talk show
§
13- Ces Street - children
§ 4- Ethics For Dogs.
K.. 9- The Equal-Liar- crime drama
§ 7- Okra Windbag- talk show
'j
The Equal-Liar lies equally to
9 --1.\1
§ 4 Pj' .4
§
his wife and mistress about
§
VI
§
his lover before one of them
2Beating The Customs - smug- §
~
is shot.
gling Tips
Blood Thirsty Animals - Rare
2A
2_'0 :num P.U.- crime drama
Footage of Lions, Sharks and
5-

2-

!

~.

.~

1

Tigers devooring helpless

humans.

~

'§

salad is spawnes out of the

t
§.

basement kitchen of an Italian §
restaurant. (15 hrs.)
§
She M.n· eartoon··
§ 4Gilligan Drug Spot T h e ·
skipper is busted by Feds in a ~
drug sting and Gilligan forces §
the Professor to create a new ~ 5form of crack.
§ ~_

Understanding AIDS:
On Diagnosis and
Treatment

Magnum cuts a serious fort

and forces everyone in Hawaii
9Casper, Popeye, \\'oody
§
to move to the mainland.
W~ker and the Holy
§ 4Mercy XD1ers· - drama
Ghost - cartoon
.t
The Mercy Killers rush to put
l, - Disco Church - Dance count- 'S
Imus In The Morning out of
down
§
his misery.
" ~ - Let's Freebase - children
§
21 Hump Street
§
§
CFL. Confederate Football
§
.;0 rlAf
§
§
League - The Herleyville
§
5
P.\!
§
M
h"
§
loons mers take on the
2- 52.95 Pyramid • game
4§
Mason Dixon Bednecks.
'Wheel of Misfortune - game § 4- Jive at Five- bullshit
5- Urine Analysis - game
§ 5- Facts of the Ghetto.
§ 9- Morton Drowney Jerkoff
~
7Sludge Pot - serial
§ 11- little Hearse on tbe Prairie Bo ~ 11- Crappy Days. Fonzi accidently §
~
and Jed get drunk and forget
slips off the Empire State
§
11 A}J
about the body in the hearse
Building while Richie and
§
§
that has to be embalmed.
Potsy rush to clean his re~
THE
2- The Price Better Be Right
13- McNeal. Layher Crack Report §
mains off the sidewalk below.
-garne
§
(Last show of the series)
4- Win, Lose. Draw or Get
6 PM
§
§
Blown Away - game
~
~ II PM
5- Beat Me - Michael Jackson is
2,4,5,7,9,11,13beaten and subjected to
Presidential Dinner Party
s: 1- The Pat Ewing show
bizarre treatment by a panel §
President Bush invites
'Y 4- The Not Tonight Show starrof experts,
§
everyone into the White
ing Jobnny Comson
7- Tile National Higb Speed
§
House dining ~~m for a Din5- M* A*S*H*E*D- com~y
Surgery Championsbip Games §
ner Party conslstl~g of tuna
Hawkear ~n~ ~.J. accidently
- Live from the Houston
~
on rye and Pork rmgs
~
sew Hot LIp s lips to colonel
Medical Center.
2 4 5 7 9 11 13Potted's left buff cheek and ~
9- No"a, Creamcheese and Bagels
J ' ~ide~tial Toga and Drug
Major Windf~ter must pry
-Jewish scientists eat a late
Party _ President Bush invites it.
them apart .WIth a crowbar,
bre~fast and. boast about
all the world leaders to get
~ 7- Dallas - senal.
their accomplIshments.
wild and really let their hair
§
AR plots to kIll Bobby while
/3- Crac:ktivity- children
down.
Olff plots to AR, who IS also
planning to kill Moo Ellen,
~
§. 8 PM
12 PM
who is just about ready to
§ 2- Hulk Hogan Family - comedy
destroy Spewing Oil.
.
2- CBS News at noon with a
§
The Hulkster comes home
9- Star Breech
COOD
§
after a hard days work at the §. /1- Saturday Night Repeat
d..:...I
D..1.'-":'-,
4- Geritol - serial
§
WWF and finds his son, the §
r.....-a
5- IJve from 1be Slammer
§
little Hulkamanic su-plexing
§ /2:30 AM
§ SIIIta
-"rison
variety
his
sister
.
~
~
'
,
. -,.,
~
2
Falcon
Mess
drama
ChIp~7- ~_Train - serial
5- America's Most Haunted
aJ
,
I
~"01
The F con Messes on Jed's
J#- TIle
Dati. ., Mating. Hating 'S
Herman Muenster is innew sports car and gets his
Beet
ad Beratiag Game. - game §
vestigated as well as Eric
§
wings cliped.
11- Movie - horror UDon't Look ~
Roberts and Sammy Davis Jr. § 4G bag Ca "( 1981)
§
Late Nilht with David
Th
In
e ar e
n.
7- Miami Mia - Crime Drama
Sweaterman
A midget hides out in
~
Crockear and Snubbs are
Ie,
bage
cans
wa:ting
Y
5- Josie and the pnc~'s- wildlife
peop s gar
J
~
caught in a jam when they
-"
n
them
and poke
Josie investigates Lion sexual
to pounce 0
learn that they've just conshishkebab skewers through
sumed enough rat poison to
habits
their eyes. (Shrs.)
§
drop a dinosaur.
9- Assinio Hall sbow
9s
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IIWe get a qooo
nighttime crowd
here, mostly
Yuppies.. ~ "

Alligator, and Ridin' the wave.
Everything is also colored in some
form of pastel pink or green. An
endless loop of surfer songs is piped
in through unseen speakers.
"People want to do something
different," says co-owner Jeanne
Horning. ~'We get a good
nighttime crowd here, mostly Yuppies who are tired of the same old
bar scene." Kevin Milkey, Homing'
fiance and partner, agrees. "This
pk::e is a definite change of pace
from the avant-grade billiard hall
trend that's been going on lately
(Putter's Paradise just happens to
be located between two of Manhattan's larger pool halls, Chelsea
Billiards and Society Billiards). I
think people just want to go
somewhere to relax and have a good
time, and not have to deal with a lot
of competition. Yuppies already
lead hectic lifestyles, why should
they go out of their way to get even
more stressed out?"
Horning and Milkey both in their
twenties and quite attractive, know
about the Yuppie experience firsthand, Both of them used to be investment bankers, but tliey wanted
a business of their own where they
coutdjusttakeit easy, 'and ban1drrg.
as Horning savs, "just wasn 't satisfving." Such a career change would
seem strange in New York, where
financial success seems to be
everything, but the two tell me that
they aren't native New Yorkers.
Milkey moved here from Connecticut two and a half years ago, and

By SAMMI PEREZ
According to Kevin Armington, thes-e treatments and the lab tests
of the Gay Men's Health Crisis,
available, let people Uchart their
--·.-XIIII::".:
31 EeI::"II' e:::II
"People have a lot of pessimistic at- immune system, and know their i,-..
titudes concerning AIDS because status."
: suburban settings. The smell of
they feel there is no more hope
One of the opportunistic infec- I fresh paint is everywhere, reminleft. ,. But, Armington, who was the tions associated with AIDS is ding people that this place is still
speaker for the third lecture on
Pnewnocystis Carinni Pneumonia,
fresh and new.. The .theme of the
"Understanding AIDS," began his better known as PCP. PCP is a pro- decor is definitely tropical, one of :
-epeoiflg_. statemcftt-u-by -saying· 'tnat
{ozoarfinTetnol1or tne1ungs tbal is- -the "f"rrsrthings-yoU'"llotice- asven:
~ere is hope due to the - exrarely observed in immuno-Iogically
W81k through thedoor is the TIttle
perimental and alternative healthy persons. It remains the
thatched straw hut where you get
treatments, and the various classes most frequently diagnosed of the
your putter, ball and scorecard.
of drugs that are available for the opportunistic diseases that are seen
You'll probably also notice other
touches such as the banana-phone,
people who are infected with the in AIDS, accounting for approxHIV virus." Armington said that imately 64 percent of AIDS cases,
the inflatable shark hanging from
the ceiling, and the fairways that
"the main purpose of GMHC is to
and for more than 50 percent of
have names like Flamingoes s,
encourage people to get tested. "
AIDS associated deaths. Therefore,
One of the positive arguments for Armington advised that since
"PCP" is tne infection that kills
testing suggested that early intervention is beneficial because "a half of the people with AIDS,
lot of people do not know they are preventing PCP is a very strong
infected. The HIV virus works very reason why people should get tested
slowly, and a person could be carry- for HIV. He stressed that, "a lot
ing the virus for nine to ten years . of people think that just being inwithout even knowing it."
fected with HIV is not enough to
There is no single test that will get AIDS, but, although not all
confirm, without clinical correla- cases of HIV infection necessarily
tion, a diagnosis of AIDS.
progress to AIDS, the overwhelmBy AN'"AR ABDELQADER
However, there are diagnostic ing majority _of AIDS cases involves
Arabs are descendants of the
·laboratory tests that, when cor- HIV infection." ~ngton, th.en Semitic race. The original-Arabs Iivand Phoenician. The Arabs are thus
related with clinical findings, may added that there is no simple test
ed
in
the
Arabian
Penisula,
either
as
confirm a diagnosis of AIDS and for PCP. The diagnosis can be
proud of their glorious past and
or nomads their rich cultural heritage.
classify a person with the HIV in- definitely
made only by town-dwellers
fection. In addition, there are many demonstrating the organism itself in (bedouins). In the seventh century ~
The Arab World has come
tests used to diagnose the oppor- bronchial secretions or lung tissue,
the Arab Empire began when newlyunder
the direct or indirect intunistic diseases that occur along using special stains. Also, chest conquered lands came under Arab
with AIDS. These include: red x-rays, radiographic lung scans, influence. Today, all of them are fluence of many peoples, including
the Persians, the Greeks, the
blood cell and white blood celllym- white blood cell counts and arterial I Arabs.
Romans, the Byzantines, the EUfoThe Arabs form a multi-religious
phocyte and platelete counts, which blood gasses can support the
pean Crusaders, th:: at LOman.C' and,
are often low in persons with the diagnosis of PCP, even when the
nation where individuals of difin recent decades, the British.
HIV infection. There is also skin organism itself cannot be
ferent creeds and sects live side by
testing with recall antigens, such. as demonstrated in bronchosc.opic side in harmony. All sects of Islam, French and Italians. They have
Candida, mumps, Trichophyton, washings or biopsy speci~ns.
Christianity and Judaism are responde4 to these conta~ts byselecting the best each culture has to
Proteus, tetanus, d~phtheria, and
PCP can be successfully treated
represented in the Arab Nat;on.
offer and incorporating it into their
tuberculin. These substances usual- with trimethoprim-sulfame thoxNot all Arabs are Moslems and
own.
ly produce a swelling or bump when azde (Bactrim) and pentamidine not all Moslems are Arabs. An
~njected under the skin in im- isethionate. However, both drugs Arab can be either Moslem, ChrisGEOGRAPHY
munologically healthy persons. In may cause hypersensitivity' tian or Jewish.
The area of the Arab World is
persons with the HIV i~fection, (allergic), toxic reactiolls, or side efreactivity to these common antigens fects, and neither drug treats
The best definition of an Arab is 5.25 million square miles, approxis usually diminished or absent. underlying HIV infection .or im- . someone who considers him/herself imately twice the size of the United
There is also the serum, protein elecmune deficiency. Other drugs, such I a member of the Arab Nation, en- States of America. The Arab countrophoresis, which measures the as - dapsone and AlT, are also i joying a common heritage, tries cover extensive areaS of Asia in
serum protein (globulin) fractions believed to' prevent PCP. But, most . language, culture and a common the west to the Indian Ocean in the
east.
of certain immune responses. In physicians advise persons with
destiny.
Because of its location' amicls-t
The Arab world is the cradle of three continents and its easy.access
persons with the HIV infection, AIDS, who already had PCP, or
elevations of these fractions, sug- whose total T -cell counts are low to
the monotheistic religions and the to oceans and seas, the Arab World
gesting various stages o~ infection, take Baetrim or pentamidine7 to
birthplace of many ancient civiliza- has always been uf great strategic
are often served. Since. uHIV prevent the development or recurtions, among them_ the Egyptian,
systemat ically destroys bodily
, Sumerian + Babylonian, Canaanite importance.
The region is rich in geographic
systems," Armington believes that
See "On Diapoa," on Page B3
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Something alien is growing in
Chelsea, something different. Its
name: miniature golf. Putter's
Paradise, located at 48 W. 21stS1.,
is the only miniature golf course in
Manhattan. Since its opening on
Tuesdav , Feb. 28, it has
already acrueved somewhat of a cult
following. From 5:36 to 6, I
witnessed the number of players
grow from four to over 20 people
(on a Thursday evening, yet).
The course is sparsely -decorated,
with the standard 18 hole fairways
more commonly .seen in more

KeWi ArmIRgtOD of tile Gay Meal's Belli.. Crids.
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Horning moved here from Florida
just last year. Jeanne obviously had
a lot to do with the decorating of
the place.
When I ask why they chose
miniature golf as a business ven[U:-~, they both shrug and say,
"Why not?" Horning explains that
the choice wasn't a completely
frivolous one. "We're the only
place of our kind in Manhattan, so
we're hoping we stay our own competition. We needed a change, and
we figured a whole lot of other people thought the same way. so we did
It:::~

.11I1Z21DH II I DE-:

H:::I

Il... everyone
here is starved
for some good,
clea-n fun."
a:::::t E I c:::-::lI_C:::::: :111

i:::~::'

it. We don't even advertise yet.
Everyone you see there now either
heard about us by word of mouth
or just. happened- to " . . - by. a.nd...

decided to .corne in. It's__ Rret!y_c1~
that '. evei};onehere is _starved for
<orne good, clean fun."
Good. clean fun seems to be
very popular here. All the minigolfers that I speak to use those
same exact words. "There's really
no other way to describe it." says
See

6 6

Paradise•• on Page 85

Who are the Arabs?
Lessens on the Arab· World
diversity: there are deserts but there
are also plains and green pastures.
There are snowcapped mountains,
valleys, rivers, forests and lakes.
POPULATION
Today, the population of the
Arab World is apr-roximately 150
million; out of this number 44 percent are under 15 years of age, makin~ the Arab population the world's
most youthful.
Life expectancy among Arabs is
about 60 years of age. The average
annual rate of population increase
is 2.8 percent. By the year 2,000. th~
Arab World will have a population
of 280 million.
ARABIC
Arabic is the spoken and written
language of all Arabs. It is the binding force among them and constitutes their basic heritage.
A Semitic language written from
right to left, Arabic is a rich, eloquent, flexible and rhythmic
language. Its alphabet. contains
28 letters.
The Arabs love their language
and delight in its flexibility and its
music.
See "Ara." OR Page B5
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- On opening day of the N. Y.
Mets 1989 season, L. and M. were
riding the train home while the
game was being played. However,
they weren't missing much. M. was
telling L. the score as of the last he
had heard on the radio, Mets 6, St.
Louis, 4. (L. left the office when the
score was still tied.)
A man on the same train was
loudly telling someone else that the
Mets had just driven in another
pair, the score was now Mets 8, St.
Louis, 4. M. asked him what had
happened and the man related that
Gregg Jefferies had doubled. M. was
grateful for the news, he could rest
more safely on his way home to
catch the last three innings.

FASTING IN
ISLAM

IIFuerza Unida Es La Mas Poderosa"

Iy out. The train went along with
By SHAIKH A. AHMED
W. totally unaware that it was rnovMUSLIM STUDENTS'
ing. Just as the train pulled into
W. 's stop, he woke up. Realizing he
ASSOCIATION
was at his stop, he .jurnped up and
Each year, Muslims allover the
sion, suggesting that it is only
bolted towards the door. W. is world wait anxiously for the month
through complete harmonization of
rather tall and usually ducks under of Ramadan, the month of fasting.
man's will with the divine will that
A conductor on the L train was
the doorframe. This time he didn't The ninth month of the Muslim
man can attain peace, within and
and he hit his head.
calendar, Ramadan, commences
without. The function of divine
heard to announce: ' 'Ladies and
gentlemen, it's 5:30 p.m. Please be
W. decided he try to look cool, this year around the second week of guidance is, one can hand, to give
and not get off. He turned around April. During the whole of this
man the correct outlook on life, and
sure to take all your personal
belongings with you as you leave.
at the door, folded his hands behind month, which consists of 29 on the other, to show him the path
his back and waited for the next or 30 days, it is obligatory for through which this harmonization
This is New York City, they won't
be here when you come back."
stop. It was a long walk back with a every Muslim adult to fast from the
can take place, the way of the
headache.
first ray of dawn until sunset. Those -Shariah, in the Islamic terminology.
I who are exempted include the sick, Fasting is one of the important
I the old, travelers, and the in- means through which Islam seeks to
capacitated.
bring about this harmonization.
I
The Arabic term for fasting is
Islam stands not for self-denial,
f sawm, which means abstaming. In
but for life-fullfillment. Asceticism
- It was April 6 when a group of
Islam this consists of a voluntary
as a way of life has no place in
Baruchians were on their way to
I abstention .fro~ food, drink, an~ Islam. It does not deny the flesh; it
J. S. and her boyfriend were ex- Shea to see a Mets game on the 7
I sexual gratification from dawn until
only controls and directs its craviting the parking lot at Ceasar's Bay
.
I sunset. It is a conscious renuncia- ings to serve a higher purpose. Th
Bazaar when a man stopped them.
I r
.
J.
was
on
h~r
~hIrd
~ay
at
.her
new
tion, for a definite period during a
animal in man is important, but it
He walked over to their car and
~..----_ WHY
Job as an admIOIst:atlVe asSIs~t at definite part of the year, of those
becomes truly human only by
claimed that he and his four bud:=eASE
BALL~~
I
a
small firm. J. enjoys ~atc~llng the I appetites of the flesh which are
harnessing
the carnal in the service
dies would be able to fix the dents
t is - - T H e -\
heads of the office actmg like ner- lawful in themselves. This involves
of the moral and the spiritual. This
on the side of the car (dents that are
J< E¥--~
vou~ wrecks. For instance, the a clear departure from the normal
demands conscious self-control and
truly noticeable only under close exI
TO-@_l
president
of
the
company
had
to
go
-pattern
of
life
of
the
individual
and
self-discipline.
Fullfillment can be
amination) for $100 in only a half
out ?n a prese~tatlOn In order to sell; the Muslim society. Muslims are
guidance is, on the one hand, to give
~WORL(J 1
an hour.
~ervIc~
to
a
client,
Talk
about
also
urged
to
offer
a
greater
number
tion and calculated self-regulation
_PEACE
The man kept insisting he could
mg WIth. stress, J. overheard that of prayers in this month and to ofof life.
Jo the job for the couple. He said
BY --;'OG t r1A~1\ M..A
the president had ha~ 12 cups of i fer greater help to the needy
The real purpose of fasting is to
he could lower the charge to no less
HA
-(A. TAHA I-1AC<A~
coffee
t~at day ar-t It .was .only 2 ' members of the society. Upon con- generate and enhance spiritual and
than $60. J. S.'s boyfriend finally
p.m. T~lS s~e execu.tlve l~kes to elusion of the month of fasting,
moral consciousness-the conspoke up.
1
snatch
hIS
bn.efcas.e
up
into
hIS
arms
I
thanksgiving
prayers
are
offered
sciousness
to acce-pt and obey the
"0. k., maybe later. Can you give
and run hari karl out of the door. and this constitutes the festival of divine law and to regulate one's life
me your telephone number?"
train. They had just left as club a~ the end of.the d~y, You can call : Eid ul-Fitr, one of the two major
in accord with higher principles of
The man replied, •'I can' t give
hours started, hoping to catch the ~Im a par:anold president, but J, en- \ festivals in Islam..
life. Fasting produces number of
you my telephone number because
end of the first inning. An old JOYS her Job there.
I
According to Encyclopedia physical and physiological effects
I'll lose business."
woman was sitting next to B., one
i Britannica, fasting has been a part
which help the human metabolism
of the Baruchians, as she pulled her
I of the universal religious tradition to attain its equilibrium. Partial
tickets out.
j of mankind. "It would be difficult restraint from the cravings .of the
uWhere did you get those?" she
I to name any religious system of any
flesh has its psychological aspects
asked B.
I description in which it is wholly
too; it develops a better appreciaI, unrecognized." In the religions of tion for the facuIties with which
"These are my season tickets."
B. replied.
I Judaism and Christianity. this in- man has been endowed. Fasting
"You
bought
them?"
the
old
. stitution occupies a position of
which is obligatory fora reasonably
S. was walking along West 42nd
woman
queried.
pride. The Koran, the holy
long period of time for all healthy
Street (between 5th and 6th
"Yes,
they
go
for
about
ten
Your
typical
shady
train
vendor:
"0
you
who
believe!
Fasting
is
members of the society, rich and
Avenues) one day. One classy,
dollars per game..•
•'One for $2, two for $5.
i continuity of tradition when it says, poor, educated and unlettered.
Just then the train pulled into the
I "0 you who believes! Fasting is
white collar and blue collar alike. It
Shea Stadium exit. B. and the rest
enables each one to experience on a
prescribed for you as it was
of the Baruchians got up to leave
certain scale the pangs of hunger
prescribed for those before you so
the train. "Have a good time. Let's
that you may guard against evil."
and deprivation, and generates a
go Mets!". the old lady shouted to
(Chapter 2: 183).
sense of scoial equality and cultural
them as they left.
Fasting has served many funccohesion. Fasting during one month
- K. and B. were discussing the
tions in the religious history of all over the world imparts to it a
N.Y. Mets, having just realized they
man. It has been used as a means of social and collective significance,
were both fans. They were waiting
i \
expiation. It was resorted to "in and further integrates the individual
on a train platform toget her. A
times of mourning, sorrow and af- with the international personality of
woman overheard them and said,
: flictions " (Cruden , Bible Concor- the Muslim community,
~
"Our heroes didn't do too well
"., I dance) to beseech divine compasAll these represent different
yesterday. ,.
sion, as ~n act ()f penitence and as
aspects of the role of fastinz in
"What?" K. asked with surprise.
; preparation to receive divine
Islam, but its real importance li~s in
"Our heroes. They lost to the
guidance (The Jewish En- its being a moral and a spiritual
Yankees twice over the weekend."
lashion-conscious lady came strutcvctop edia, ;\i. Y. Fu n k and discipline to engender greater GodThe
woman
was
referring
to
the
.ing down the street. She was dressHave you ever bee-n approached Wagnalls. \'01 V, p. 347). Islam consciousness. It is to purify the
Mets double loss in the Mayor's
cd and walking as if she was a
by a prophet of doom, derelict, or acknowledges all these as aspects ot
soul of man and (0 release ~ithin
trophy series played over the
fashion model on a runway. Three
wierdo? Have strange things ever man's religious life. but what is unihim new sources of spiritual energy
previous weekend. Who says New
guys walked by her and S.
happened (0 you at home or on the que in its tradition is that it has into live in such a way that the will ;'f
Yorkers aren't friendly? It just
overheard t hem making crude
subway? Have you ever witnessed stitut ionalized fasting as a regular the individual moves in harrnonv
takes the "Boys of Summer" playremarks concerning her legs and
any amusing incidents or overheard exercise of self-discipline and self- with the divine will. It is unique as a
ing to bring them together.
boobs. She obviously thought she
a good conversation? Is there. purification. By making Ramadan means for characte-r formation,
knew what they were talking about,
- P.'s mother is a tremendous
anythings in the five boroughs you. the month of fasting, this institu- p ur p o se -o r i e n t at ion
and
so she walked past them with a
Mets fan. She has been heard to
think is amazing, bizarre or just tion has been built into Islam's personality-transformation in the
lighted smile.
note that soooo many grandparents
typical of New York?
religious system and assigned a per- light of beliefs to which one is comdie on opening day,
If the answer to any of there: manent place. This also involves a mitted. It helps in developing selfIf only she knew! One of the men
questions is yes, than you too have- . disassociation of fasting from any discipline and self-control, so that
said, '·1 know some elephants who
a
Tale of New York to tell. To have I specific idea of stress, affliction, one could develop the will and skill
have skinnier legs than that!" Then
your Tale captured forever in print, I mourning. sin. or calamity and (0 Jive a whole life of dedication to
another barked. "Hey, she's proall you have to do is write (legibly) I assigns to it a positive role as a truth and service. The prophet
bably a transvestite!" All of them
or type (preferably) your story and : means for spiritual advancement, Mohammad has said: "Whoever
started laughing.
submit it to The Ticker, Room : social equality, and cultural cohe- does not give up. lying and acting
301F, Student Center, c/o Tales of i sion.
falsely, Allah (God) does not stand
New York.
Religion is primarily a way to in need of his giving up his food and
W. had had a long day. He was
Time is running out; there areon- bind man with God and to train him drink." And this is what Godcoming home from work and very
ly
two more spring issues coming up to live in the light of what he consciousness signifies; guarding of
tired. As usual, the three train w.as
- meaning two more chances to be perceives to be the- truth. Islam, the the self against evil and all that incrawling along the t racks at a slow
Immortalized! For those who've Muslims believe, is the guidance voke's God's displeasure. Accorpace. He began to doze off, waking
submitted their TOle.s; keep 'em J which has been revealed by Allah ding to The Koran, the purpose
up several times ·just before he (ell
coming!
(God) through ail his prophets, last of fasting is to enable human
You can always tell when it's completely asleep.
of
whom is Mohammad. Islam
Finally, W. passed out completebaseball season in New York.
~~-comp~led by ,Linda Z'!ech. literally means. peace and .submisSee uFaslin~n
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The events that were held during Hispanic Week included an opening ceremony, a food festival, a folldorico dance show, a party and performanc:es by severaJ
.
live latin bands. The theme of Hispanic Week was "In Unity There Is Power."

A PEEK ATHISPANIC WEEK

On Diagnosis and Treatment
(Continued from Page 81)
renee of PCP.
Even though there are no known
curative treatments for AIDS, ac.cording to Armington, nationally,
and internationally, trials continue
with two major categories of experimental agents: antivirals
and immunostimulants/immunoregulators/immunomodulators.
Antivirals, which in the case of HIV
infection often more specifically
designated as "antiretrovirals"
because HIV is retrovirus, are
agents known to be virucidal (able
to skill the virus directly) and
virustatic (able to limit growth of
the virus). In other words, antivirals
kill cells infected with the HIV
virus, and stop the virus from
repli eating.
Some ant ivirals st udied m
research
include
AZT
(azidothymadine), AL721 , Gonci clo vir , . Peptide-; , ribavirin
(virazole), suramin, and tilorone.
Of these, AZT, (despite the frequent occurrence of serious, toxic
side effects) is currently believed to
hold the most promise, having been
demonstrated in clinical trials to
prolong the lives of a significant
samplings of persons with diagnosis
of AIDS who have already had
PCP. According to Armington,
AZT is the only drug that is licensed
for HIV infection, and the only
antiviral that bas increased survival
rates dramatically. He stated a case
in where a small study was con-

ducted, A total of 365 patients.
received AZT for an average of 31
weeks. Roughly one-third of patients (lOS) were started on half
dose (600 mgl day) due to low blood
counts, and the balance took the full
dose. For patients on full dose who
developed hemotological toxicity
(anemia or low white counts),
dosage was reduced to half. Researchers noted steady improvement, as
measured by weight gain, T4 cell increases and other laboratory
parameters, up to the fifth month.
It is interesting to note, Armington
added, that patients on a half dose
had larger increases in T 4 counts up
to the sixth month, after which
most peoples' counts returned to
baseline (pre-treatment level). AZT
is taken orally, and the standard
dose is 1200 milligrams a day.
The debate about AZT continues
because it has side affects. But, according to the studies, it IS clear that
it works. To this, Armington firmly stated "AZT is no
magic bullet, or cure by any means,
but it clearly slows the progression
of HIV -related diseases and improves the quality of life for the
vast majority of patients who take
it. "
Resuming the discussion of the
AZT antiviral, Armington informed the audience about the' Patient
Temporary Assistant Program
which helps people who cannot afford UiS·Jdrug.i He~pleiJted that it·'

is very difficult to qualify for this
program, and that the patient only
gets the drug for three months
before re-applying for it again. But,
nevertheless he added, it should not
stop anybody from trying because
, 'AZT is something that should be
seriously considered by people who
are HIV infected."
AL721 is another antiviral drug
which stands for active lipid in a 7
to 21 ratio. It is a mixture of fatty
substances, and its function is to
reduce the level of cholesterol in
order to make it harder for the HIV
virus to infect healthy cells. This
drug is available in health food
stores and through Buyer's Club
which make this treatment available
before it is licensed, to people who
are seriously ill. AL721 is inthe
middle stages of testing; therefore,
they do not know if it works, they
only know that it is safe. This drug
is a substance which is taken orally
on a fat-free diet, two hours before
eating, and it comes in the form of
spread, powder, or liquid. A
member of the audience asked Armington why are people taking this
drug if they still do not know if it
works. To this, he smiled and plainly stated "People are desperate, and
if nothing else is working why not
try something that might work."
After discussing some of the
available antivirals, Armington
went on to introduce a new, promis, ing. antiviral, D4T, which Win be

available through a Phase I study.
Even though there is not a lot of information on this "new" antiviral,
the purpose of the study is to see
how people tolerate the drug, in
escalating doses. This drug bas been
found to be more effective than
AZT in the test tube, and less toxic.
Participants must have fewer than
400 T4 cells, must not have taken
'AZT for one month before beginning the trial, or Ribavirin for three
months before. Any patient who
has
experi enced
seri ous
hemotological toxicity at AZT is
not eligible. But, candidates should
be aware that this drug has never
been tested in people before and
that they will have to be hospitalized for at least one week, for close
monitoring. The study will last ten
weeks, and there is no guarantee of
future access to the drug.
Towards the end of the lecture,
Kevin Armington briefly explained
the process that the "testing drugs"
have to go through in order to be
licensed. He started out by saying
that it takes about nine to ten years
for a drug to be licensed, and that it
starts. out with pre-clinical testing in
animals, in order to see if the drug
inhibits the virus or the bacteria being tested. There are three phases to
clinical testing in people. These are:
Pilot studies, Phase 2 trials, and
Phase 3 testing. Pilot studies look at
the safcty of the drug being tested,
and it is distributed to small groups
of people, who are gradually

given increases in dosage in order to
see the maximum amount that is
tolerated. If the drug is safe, the
FDA then allows Phase 2 trials
which also look at drug safety, but
mainly focuses on the effectiveness
of the drug. The last trial, which is
Phase 3 testing, distributes the drug
among 200 to 1000 people
throughout the country. This Phase
looks at the safety, and the effectiveness of the drug after long term
uses. From the results of the tests,
the FDA decides on the effectiveness of the drug, on whether it
should be granted approval, and
whether it should be licensed.
AIDS is overpowering. Since
AIDS was first described in 1981,
people have tried to label it as '~The
Gay Disease," implying if there
were no gay people, there would be
no AIDS. But, from the beginning,
the Gay Men's Health Crisis has
been the leader in the. field of
educating people about AIDS, its
signs and symptoms, and means of
prevention. Treatment Issues,
one of GMHC'S most important
newsletters, is updated monthly, and
available through the GMHC's
Department of Medical Information. It will help all those interested
in gaini ng k nowle dae and
understanding of a deadly illness
that affects more and more of our
loved ones, neighbors, patients,
clients and co-workers, as .wcll as
ourselves.
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·ho are the Arabs?
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Though there exist some dif- , It is due to his teachmgs, dynamism
ferences in the spoken dialects, the
and imagination that a great
written (classical) language is
Arab/Islamic empire was built.
magazines, films; television and
magazines, films, and television and
THE, ARAB EMPIRE
radio programs are produced
throughout the region in a language
From 700 A.D. to 1300 A.D. the
which all can understand.
ArabsbuiIt a flourishing empire,
Arabic calligraphy has developed
extending from Western Europe to
into an intricate and complex art
Eastern Asia.
which is, frequently used for
While Europe slumbered in the
decorative purposes.
Dark Ages, the ArablIsJamic emDue to the many historical pire was at its zenith. The Umayyad
and cultural'ties between the Arabs Dynasty (661-750), the Abbasid
and other peoples, and because of Dynasty (750-861), the Fatimids,
the diversity and extent of its conthe Ayyubids and other dynasties
tribution in numerous fields, the governed a united empire from their
Arabic language has lent many capitals of Damascus, Baghdad and
words to European, Asian and
Cairo.
African languages.
These Arab cities were important
The words: zenith, algebra, zero,
centers politically, socially, comadmiral, tariff, monsoon, lemon,
mercially and intellectually.
sugar, alchemy, alcove, genie,
alcohol, rice, ginger, alfalfa, ghoul,
ARABS IN CONTEMPORARY
artichoke and many other words in
mSTORY
the English language today are of
In the 16th century, the Ottoman
Arabic origin.
Turks 'occupied most of the Arab
World, heralding four centuries of
ISLAM AND
economic
deprivation and political
THE PROPHET MOHAMMAD
decline.
The birth of the Prophet
By the mid-nineteenth century,
Mohammad in 570 A.D. into the
Britain, France and Italy began
powerful and wealthy Quraysh tribe
their policies of colonization and
of Mecca changed the history of the
one Arab country after other fell inArabs, if not the entire world.
to their hands.
Not only did the Prophet
Weary of Ottoman rule, colMohammad unify the Arabian
onial domination and fully conPeninsula, he led people to Islam
scious of their right to inand governed the new state by the
dependence, the Arabs revolted
rules and precepts of the Holv
against colonialism and gradually
Book, the Koran. The Koran 'con- won their independence.
tains the word of God (Allah, in
Today, only Palestinian Arabs
Arabic) as' revealed tohis Prophet baveriOt .adiieved their'. pOlitiCal, .
Mohammad, through the Angel sovereignty,
Gabriel.
EDUCATION
...
'
In "114 Surrahs" - chapters- the
The
Arabs
take
pride
in the fact
Five Pillars of Islam are expounded:
that they were the first to establish
profession of faith, prayer, almsgivinstitutes of higher learning-Aling, fasting and pilgrimage.
Azhar University in Cairo was
founded as early as 970 A.D. Other
THE KORAN
schools of higher education were
Composed
in
beauti ful
founded in Basra, Baghdad,
Damascus, Cairo and Cordoba,
poetry/prose Arabic style, The
Spain, among other places.
Koran furnishes followers of the
Today, every major town or city
Islamic faith with a set or rules conin the Arab World has one or more
cerning' every facet of life as well as
universities, serving as centers of
ethical codes emphasizing kindness,
repentance and complete surrender
cultural interaction and intellectual
communication among Arabs.
to God's will,
In most Arab countries, educaThe two basic tenets in Islam are:
tion is free for both sexes at the
the belief in one God and the
elementary, secondary and universirecognition of l\1ohammad as his
ty levels.
prophet/messenger.
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Poetry continued to flourish during the Arab/Islamic Empire.
Because of the resonance of, the
Arabic language, poetry remains
the major vehicle through which
Arabs express' their political
thoughts as well as their lyrical
moods.
Arabs literature is as diversified
as the people w~ live in tl!e Arab
World: drama, short, stories and
novels are produced in abundance,
both in classical Arabic and in
simplified versions of the classical
form.

Ruth Simring, who is here witll her
three-and-a-half year old son,
Noah. "I really hope that they can
do kids' parties, because I'm thinking of throwing one here for my
seven year old, Mia." Noah agrees
heartily by saying, "s'good."

There are more grown-up golfers
here, most of whom are couples.
Steve Nothel, here with Erin
McNamara, says, "It's kind of
romantic, kind of old-world style,
like in the 1920s when couples
would do innocent stuff like playing
croquet. It's not an intimidating atmosphere, where you feel like, you
have to make a move on your partner. The game itself is fun but you
don't have to pay a lot of attention
chit-chat whenever you want. "
McNamara responds by giving
Nothel's arm an affectionate
squeeze. Other couples like other
things about Putter's Paradise,
Michael and Ellen Garrin, here with
Stephanie Badillo and David
Felder, like the fact that no one has
to be intense or seriously competitive about the game, that
people can just joke around. Their
entire conversation is constantly interrupted by chuckles, and their
challenge, ultimately, is not the
game but who gets the most laughs.
uWhenever one of us gets too intense or upset about rules or scores,
the rest of us go. 'Look, It's just
minature golf!" says Mr. Garrin.
'The group is overwhelmed with
laUghter.

ECONOMIC ACI1VITIES
Agricultural continues to be the
mainstay of most Arab countries:
wheat, barley, rice, maize, cotton,
sugarcane and sesame are the most
important food crops.
Vegetables and fruits are planted
in regions where temperature, rainfall 01 irrigation allow for their
growth.
Though the Arab World is
associated in peoples' mind with
oil, it must be remembered that the
major oil producers are limited to
Saudi Arabia, Libya, Kuwait,
Algeria, Iraq, United Arab
Emirates and Qatar. Natural gas is
found in large quantities in Algeria
and Libya.
Other minerals in the Arab
World are iron in Egypt, Phosphate
in Jordan, Syria, Tunisia and
Morocco, as well as relatively small
deposits of cobalt, manganese,
iron, copper, zinc and lead in other
areas.
TraditioiUlliridusmes in Die Arao -countries are textiles, pottery and
metallurgy. Presently, high-tech industries are being established
throughout the region, most
significantly in petrochemicals.

One must be careful, though.
The game itself is highly addictive!
Shereen,
a
we ll-dr essed
businessman, is here with his
business associates, Bob and Bruce,
and says, HI can't get enough
of it. I've been here four times this
week already." Bruce bas been here
twice before, and they are taking,·
Bob for the rust time. "We're gonna make him an addict, too,' says
Bruce, It doesn't look like Bob ever
learned how to Just say no. "
So what's the charm of miniature
golf? One would guess that it's the
physically undemanding nature of
the game. It's not a male, dominated game, in fact, there is a
group here in which the women are
besting the men. "The real reason
we play is because we're too goofy
, to play pool and other games requiring coordination, " says
Mr. Garrin. His group bursts into
lau6liter once more. The game is
also affordable. "At six dollars a
game, it's cheaper than a movie and
a heck of a more fun," says Homing.
"Plus, the second game is always
half price, and if you sink the 18th
hole you get a free game. "
Possibly people just want to get
back to the basics and have some
honest, good natured fun. Like
Mr. Garrin says, "It's really
unpretentious. It's physically impossible to look cool while playing
miniature golf." Mr. Garrin's
laugh once more. It seems that
he going to win his group's
challenge.
U
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ARAB CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE WEST
The Arabs have acted both as
preservers of the ancient Greek and
Hellenistic cultures and as original
contributors in the fields of
mathematics,
science
and
philosophy.
From the seventh to the twelfth
centuries A.D., Arab supremacy in
cultural and scientific fields was un- :
disputed. Arab scientists made i
great discoveries in medicine, pharmacology, astronomy, chemistry
and optics.
(Continued from Page B2)
Arab geographers and. histori~ns I
LITERATURE
By the time he died in 632 A. D. ,
travelled
to distant lands, drawing " beings to strengthen this protection. countries would be faced perpetualthe prophet Mohammad had laid
In Arabic, poetry has always
The month of Ramadan was ly with warmer weather and/or
maps of new territories and offering
the foundations of a state which
been the supreme art. Arab heroic
selected for this course of spiritual longer hours. The lunar calendar
rich discriptions of new people.
was to be expanded by future
poetry was at -its height in the sixth
In the 20th century, the Arabs' are and social advancement because the , makes it possible for Ramadan to
caliphs.
and seventh centuries when the poet
increasingly reassuming the natural revelation of The Koran began in fall in different seasons and to comwas the spokesperson of the tribe.
He instructed believers in a new
role assigned to them as the link I this month (Koran: ChI 2: 185). plete the cycle of rotation in arThe greatest pre-Islamic poems
way of life, a life that is spiritually,
are the Mu'aJ/aqat, selected as the between the West and the peoples This further integrates the person proximately 30 years. This enables
morally, politically, socially, legally
who fasts with the divine guidance .people in every part of the world to
of Africa and Asia.
best at annual literary gatherings.
md e~n h~e~c~~~ro~uin~d~
. • • • • • • • • • • • • •~• • • • • • •
and with the task of moral experience Ramadan in various
reconstruction which has been seasons of the year and generations
GREAT PART TIME JOB - IDEAL FOR STUDENTS
assigned to those who believe in the a kind of uniformity of ,experience,
whatever be the region one lives in.
guidance. '
LOCATED ON 23RD STREET
"One of the fruits of Islam," acThe Islamic scheme of fasting
TELEMARKETING
follows the lunar calendar and not cording to William Paton, uhas
tile 'solar one. This adds an element been that stubborn durable patience
EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
NO
of uncertainty as to the actual which comes of the submission to
CAN EARN $10 PER HOUR OR MORE
number of days one has to fast. n.e the absolute will of Allah. t,
lunar month has 30 days, depending Perhaps it is tile institution of
DAYSINIGHTSIWEBICENDS
Guar Min of S7.50lhr wI exp
on the sipting of the moon. 'Mle fastiRg more than anything else that
FlcXJDIc ScbecIuIes
Guar Min of 55 .~lhr·w I no exp
choice of the lunar month is B responsible for geDeratina some
Special 4-9 Shift Awailable
primarily for considerations of elements of this durable patience in
SC)CiaJ equality. This makes it possi- the Muslim character., Islamic
ble for all people of the world to fasting symbolizes the spirit and the
CALL MR. DEAN AT
,share equally the advantages of the distinctive traits of its historical perEDWARD BLANK ASSOCIATES
different seasons in which sonality. Better understaDdina of
M-F
212-741-8163
9-5
Ramadan faUs. Muslims are spread this institution may help in devdopaD over ~ world. If a solar month ina a better understandilll of the
bad been selected, people in some Muslim mind and society.
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THE TIME: Tuesday April 18th
BAR'UCH STUDENT ELECTIONS
May 2

MARTIN STARKEY

THE PLACE: The Oak Lounge,
Student Center

4

You must have a valid 1.0. to vote

The 9th Street Theater

Inquire about working during elections

.presents

$8.00 per hour

New Yorl< Oty Housing Justice Play

Must be either an evening or a graduate
student and available all 3 days

SEE THE DANCE OF THE
TENEMENT BUILDINGS
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This morning they were playing ping-pong in the hospital rec room.
Now they're lost in New York and framed for murder.
This was never covered in group therapy.

oh my, are, we having fun
tonight folks. Wake up the kids and
phone the neighbors, it's a late
night extravaganza." The man who
utters those words, more than likely, needs no introduction. He is
David Letterman. Letterman is the
middle, and probably most
unusual, part of an NBC 1-2-3
punch that starts off at 11:30 p.m.:
with Johnny Carson, and ends at
1:30 a.m., with Bob Costas. In between John and Bob, we find 4O-yearold David Letterman, slapping us
across the face five days a week,
with off-centered humor fueled by
equal doses of insanity, cynicism,
and aloofness. Johnny, of course, is
the venerable set-up man who has
unequivocally proven that for the
last 25-plus years, he is the king of
late night television. Bob Costas,
while still a new entry in NBC's late
night line up, compliments Johnny
and Dave by - slowing the pace
and offering a buffer between the fresh network programming and the early morning reruns of
the local station. Subsequently,
these there shows have become the
most powerful late night line up in
the history of television.
Respectfully, the success of the
Carson/Letterman/Costas line-up
has created shock waves throughout
the industry that has forced the
other networks and local stations to
re-evaluate their late-night programming schedules. The usual late
evening smorgasbord of news, sitcom, and cop-show reruns would
have to be replaced in order to compete with NBC's formidable night
of laughs.
I
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Improving your resume

Networking
Career Planning & Opportunities

Bob Resnik
President of Jedson Advertising
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SHOW didn't have what it took
either, and after a run during the
morning hours (and later an exile
, run during the graveyard shift: 2
a.m.-5:30 a.m.), Wil Shriner faded into talk show oblivion. ABC's
EYE ON HOLLYWOOD, an
"ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT" type show that focused on life in and around
Hollywood, also had its problems
against Letterman and disappeared
only after about a month on the air.
.It was soon clear to everyone that
NBC was the Mike Tyson of late
night television. '
This past January CBS, who really hadn't challenged NBC in the late
night race, tossed its hat into the
ring using daytime TV's most
oonular same show host, Pat Sa-

1I

Followed by the Baruch Student
Election Candidates Forum

CALL 725-3385

RT'S

ARTS·
watch THE TONIGHT SHOW and
LATE NIGHT, began taping Hall's
show (taping a show also equals
rating points). In New York, THE
ARSENIO HALL SHOW is aired
on WWOR (Channel 9) at 12:30
a.m. That puts it in direct competition with Letterman and the final
half hour of "Sajak ." Halt's
ratings have been exceptional, and
Hall has even managed to win the
night of February 10th in which Eddie Murphy, Whitney Houston, and
Sheena Easton were the guests.
LATER, WITH BOB COSTAS
continues to go unopposed primarily because it is the only network
show to air at 1:30 in the morning.
With the infusion of THE
ARSENIO HALL SHO\\' and
THE PAT SAJAK SHOW in the
late night curriculum of talk shows
Carson, Letterman and Costas
finally have some formidable competition. But whether or not these
shows have the staying power to
dethrone the NBC juggernaut remains to be seen. What is more likely to arise from the success of Hall
and Sajak is an entirely new crop of
late night talk shows that will borrow even more from Carson, Letterman-and now Hall and Sajak-in an attempt to make their
marks in the highly competitive
world of late night television.
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THE TONIGHT SHOW. starring
JOHNNY CARSON

jak, as a means of loosening the
domination being held by Carson,
PERSONALITY - Carson is always
But creating a fresh and com- favorably around the set. It was ob- Letterman and Costas. At the same
personable and warm. He gets the
petitive talk show to do battle with vious to all involved that the pro- time PARAMOUNT PICTURES crowd going and always comes off
the Carson/Letterman/Costas trio ducers of THE LATE SHOW con- TELEVISION, who realized that
sincere. He knows how to work an
is no small task. History has srdered the talents of Hall as Utem- Arsenio Hall's run on THE LATE audience.
proven that gang up against Johnny porary.n Hall was biding FOX the . SHOW .was actually grabbing an
GUESTS - Carson always has a
Carson and his TONIGHT SHOW time it needed so it could put the audience from THE TONGIHT good and wide variety of guests, but
.is"utings_suicide. ,John.uy,Carson..~"fiDishiDg--1ouchcs~Il THE-- SHOW,--,deGideQ to gi¥e HaU" Hhetendste-fa\olOF~eSfSfftef 8PI'C~ .has been the king of late night WILTONINORTHR-EPORT " another shot at-hos'tinga taHc-show.
to the older and mid~ -american
THE PAT SAlAK SHOW viewing audience.
television for almost 27 years and THE LATE SHOW's replacement'
each and every attempt at trying to program and a pet project nurtured premiered on January 9, 1989 and
BITS - Carson's bits are always in.dethrone him has been met with and carried along by FOX ex- his unprecedented 9O-minute forteresting and sometimes funny. He
defeat. In 1983, Alan Thicke (the ecutives. THE WILTONINORTH mat was something that talk shows was the first to incorporate little
"Growing Pains" dad) and his REPORT proved to be the worst at- hadn't seen since THE TONIGHT skits into the modem talk show forTHleKE OF THE NIGHT variety tempt at a talk show ever, lasting SHOW. To prepare for his new talk
mat, and although many of his bits
show was one of the many late night only about 10 days on the air. THE show, Pat Sajak had to leave his
like "CARNAK" or "FLOYD R.
talk shows to fall before the late WILTON/NORTH REPORT was daytime duties as host of WHEEL TURBO AMERICAN" are old,
night king. (That was in 1983.) To lucky if it pulled in a one share in OF FORTUNE and try his best to
Johnny can still squeeze laughs out
prove that he still had the superior . the rating books.
develop a personality that people of them. An amazing feat for soratings power, Johnny quickly
As time went on and talk show could tolerate for an hour and a
meone who has been on television
disposed of his long time friend after talk show continued to fail half. Sajak 's initial ratings proved for 26 years.
(and later adversary) Joan Rivers, against Johnny Carson, network to be favorable against Johnny, CONTROL
OF
THE
who locked horns with Johnny in executives decided to attack David pulling in an overall rating of 6.7 S HOW/ CON VE R SIN G HIT
1987 with the FOX Network's THE Letterman. But David Letterman and a 25'10 share of the audience GUEST - Johnny always has conLATE SHOW. Eight months after had gained such a following that he watching late night television. THE trol of the show and his experience
Rivers premiered, she was fired and proved to be just as tough, if not TONIGHT SHOW, with Jay Leno at interviewing makes him the clear
replaced with a rotating array of tougher, to contest as Johnny. as host, grabbed only a 4.7 rating cut best when it comes to dealing
hosts who fared no better than she. The reason: David Letterman has and 17OJo of the late night au- with guest. He gets the most out of
Towards the end of THE LATE some of the best off-beat and crazy dience. ABC's NIGHTLINE with his guest because he puts them at
SHOW's ru n , however, a humor on television as well as a
Ted Koppel posted a mere 4.0 with ease. Johnny has that "father
crew, band, and co-host/musical a 13070 audience viewership. The Sa- figure" appeal (stern, yet easy godirector that is just as touched as he jak numbers for his first show was ing) that tends to make his guest
is. Letterman's appeal comes from
64'70 better than that of the "CBS want to talk and reveal things to
his style: it's deadpan. He has an atLATE NIGHT MOVIE." For the him.
titude that says, HI don't really
show's initial week, THE PAT SAwant to be here, how about you?"
JAK SHOW and THE TONIGHT
of course Dave wants to be there, SHOW finished in a tie. They both
and so do we, but his nonchalant atgrabbed a .5.3 rating with a 21OJo
titude adds a comedic flavor and
share of the audience. NBC attempo to the show that totally contributed the Sajak rating surge to
trasts with the grandiose setting and
curiosity; they said everyone was informat of THE TONIGHT SHOW.
terested in seeing how well the SaLATE NIGHT did what no other
jak show would run. Sajak's format
show had ever done: where else
is similar to that of Johnny's with a
could you see a talk show host don
hint of Letterman in it, but unforgentleman by the name or Arsenio
a suit of Alka-Seltzer and fizz in a
tunately Pat doesn't have Carson's
Hall took over as host of THE
vat of water or dump watermelons
or
Letterman's
charisma,
LATE SHOW and bought it its best
and cantaloupes off a six story
monologue or interviewing skills.
ratings ever. Unfortunately, Hall's
~#!!~~,., -<~....,. ,.
";,,:. ~,'
building just to see" them splat all
His ratings have since le,..eled off to
contract was only for 13 weeks and
--:..
.
over the ground below?
around a 4.5 share while Carson rehis exclusive multi-picture deal with
.
Letterman's success spawned a
mains at a constant five.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES made
number of copycat shows that lackPARAMOUNT's syndicated
it virtually impossible to continue as
-ed
the
Letterman
appeal.
ABC
netARSENIO
HALL
SHOW
host of "The Late Show." Regretwork's DAVID BRENNER SHOW
premiered on January 2, 1989 and
fully for FOX, Hall would have
was just one of the Letterman rip-off
immediately grabbed an audience
made an attempt at staying on THE
shows that didn't make it.
that didn't belong to Carson of LetLATE SHOW as host had FOX
Brenner's show had a set similar to
tennan. Subsequently. the Car- SHOW APPEARANCE - THE
treated him better during his run
Letterman's
and
his
bits
and
guest
son/Letterman
audiences began to TONIGHT SHOW is the 6 'Gucci, "
with the" show. According to Hall,
were equally "Lertermanesque;"
investigate THE ARSENIO HALL "Tiffany" and "Saks Fifth
he often had to buy his own clothes
for the show and was not treated
The syndicated WIL ~~ER
SHQ\Y,and as they conti~ to Avenue" of talk sbows'~ lIbe-set$ are(Continued on Page 812)
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AND
DANGEROUS

"This is tbe new bebop."
-MAX RDACH
The comparison of rap to bebop
is as sharp as any comparison of
musical genres ever made, for rap
shares many of the traits bebop introduced to Western musical
thought. First, both art forms are
heavily dependent upon rhythm. In
fact, rap in its highest form closely
parallels the vocal art called scat.
Second, both art forms are poignant social commentaries, often
revealing insights into the AfricanAmerican community that can only
be fully understood by members of
that community. Third, both forms
are danceable. Perhaps the keenest
parallel that can be drawn between
the two arts is that they both are
revolutionary: rhythmically revolutionary, vocally revolutionary, and
socially revolutionary. While Roach
was comparing two musical genres,
he might as well have been talking
about Chuck D., Terminator X,
Flavor Flav, and Security of the
First World, known to the world as
Public Enemy. Not only are they
revolutionary, but they are also
talking about a revolution.
Like bebop's influence on
Western music, Public Enemy has
taken rap to another level. It is really that simple. Never before has a
rap group combined such a scathing
frontal attack on society-and
society's treatment of AfricanAmericans-with some of the
hypest rhythms this side of Roach
himself. The Public Enemy attack is
three-pronged: it starts with the
rhythm team of Terminator X,
Hank Shocktee, and Eric (Vietnam)
Sadler, continues with the comedic
antics (revolutionary tactics?) at
Flavor Flav, and ends with verbal
terrorism of the inimitable Chuck
D.

of revolution. Flavor Flav, as well,
is a harbinger of revolution. His
message is shrouded in slang and
tomfoolery, but the intended recipient of the message-inner-city
African-American youth-fully
understand.
.
"Chuck D., true to his selfproclamation, is the "Messenger of
Prophecy. " His lyrics are as cutting
as a machete across human skin,
and as painful, direct, and truthful
as another Messenger of Prophecy,
El Hajj Malik El Shabazz (Malcom
X). Chuck, a graduate of Adelphi
iUniversity, spares no victims when
he grabs the microphone and drop
science. He is as likely to attack the
African-American bourgeoise (as
seen in "Sophisticated Bitch' ') as he
is the hazards of television ("She
Watch Channel Zero?!"). Chuck's
finest moment comes in his commentary on the federal incarceration system, "Black Steel In The
Hour of Chaos." This narrative of
a prison riot and subsequent
breakout also is one of the few
songs from any African-American
artist imploring its brothers and
sisters not to serve in the Armed
Forces:

TIle Lab Rascals Tony Mona (left) IIId Albert Cabren (right)

American community has itself to
blame for many of its problems,
and since truth and prophecy know
no bounds, that same community is
on the receiving- end of Public
Enemy's assault. Such a fright has
not been witnessed since... well,
since Malcom chose not to believe
the hype and prophesized the
message in the 19605.
There are other rap groups doing
positive work, spreading positive
messages to the youth: various artists have collaborated to put
together "Self Destruction, " De La
Soul's "3 feet High and Rising"
(featuring "Take It Off' ') is effective as a message disseminator, and
Melle Mel's "The Message" will
forever go down in history as one of
rap's finest moments. Public
Enemy, however, is so effective it is
scary. The lyrics are shocking,
rough, real. "The beats in the lines
are so dope." The industry has yet
to top this combination. And so
while a lot of people (including the
National Academy of Recording
Arts and Sciences, the body responsible for nominating and choosing
the Grammy Awards) remai n ignorant to the noise; Public Enemy
is leading a revolution. The revolution, as they say, won't be televised,
so you would want to get the
albums. And as Flavor says, "Who
~ives a f--, about a goddamn
Grammy?"

NOTES

We have A LOT of notes to cover,
so don't hold your breath. Public
Enemy has recently finished a track
called "Fight The Power," which
will be featured in and on the
:.t soundtrack of "Do The Right
~ Thing," Spike Lee's latest Joint. ..
tI Arista Records will release followup albums for both Taylor Dane
fa and Expose; both are due for sumU mer release. Also from the Arista
vaults IS Aretha Franklin's new
album, which was to be released the
From left: (beck) Brotber Roger, Terminator X, Brother James, and Brother
last week of March ... Todd Terry
Michael; (Front) Flavor Flav and Chuck-D (Missing) Professor Griff.
has been signed to the powerful
New Zomba Publishing group ... InThe rhythm section gets
"They wanted me for {heir army ner City has an album due out in
everything going. Terminator X is or whatever
May, to be released on Virgin
Public
Enemy's
resident
Picture me a giving a damn-I Records. The group's si ngle ,
beatmeister, the man who is respon- said never
"Good Life:' has appeared on
sible for the group's scratches,
Here is a land that never gave a Billboard's Hot 100 chart with a
cuts, samples, and examples. X also damn
bullet. .. Tone Loc's "Loc-ed After
assists producers Hank Shocklee
About a brother like me and Dark" has entered the Top Ten naand Eric Sadler in the programming myself
tionally... From the Sleeping Bag
of various rhythmic elements. This
Because they never did. .. "
vaults comes · 'It's My Turn" from
team is essential to Enemy's scheme
For all Public Enemy's success Stezo. The single's dub version is
because rhythm has historical- (both ··Yo! Bum Rush The Show" very hot... The Latin Rascals have
ly been integral to the African- and ··It Takes A Nation Of Millions released "When She Goes" {Tin
American experience. Flavor Flav is To Hold Us Back" have gone gold, Pan Apple/Polydor), their follow
known to all as " The Cold while the latter is near-platinum up album to the smash- "Bach To
Lamper," but he really serves a status), the group has not been sup- The Future." The first single-"It
~ purpose similar to that served by
ported by the African-American Must Be You"- is ready for
;: the old spirituals sung by slaves dur- community or radio. My theory is release and features mixes by Louie
~ ing their work. Most slave-masters
that Public Enemy's message scares Vega and Todd Terry... Justin
~ considered such spirituals to be the
a lot of people, including a lot of Strauss's remix of Mandy Smith's
(,) soft strains of self pity, almost an people to whom that message is "Victim Of Pleasure" (Atlantic) is
admission of surrender. Those directed. The message scares as [00 hype. This is just not to be misssongs, however, were really powermany African-Americans as whites. ed. Also from Atlantic come
ful messages, often the harbingers
Unfortunately, the African- freestyle and house versions of Deb-

e

bie Gibson's "Electric Youth."
Both versions, mixed by Shep Pettibone, will be. staples on club turntables throughout the summer...
Jive Records, a division of Arista,
has opened up a new studio and inhouse Artist and Repetoire office in
Chicago devoted to House music.
Adonis, Mr. Lee, and Liz Torres
have been signed to·the division. It
will be headed by Wayne Williams,
the former mastermind behind
Chicago Trax.. . The Brat Pack,
Robert Clivilles and David Cole, are
busy in the studio again. Anticipated is the club album for
Vendetta/A&M. They are also busy
producing tracks for Grace Jones's
new album.. . Polygram will be
releasing limited numbers of e forty
cut CO compilation of James
Brown material called "Roots Of A
Revolution," The compilation includes at least five cuts not
previously released from his days
with the King label... Rick Rubin
has signed a distribution deal with
Geffen Records for his newly
created -Def American Records.·
Geffen will be the sole Non h
American distributor for the label.
Among the first releases will he an
album by comedian Andrew Dice
Clay and the controversial "Reign
In Blood" album by Slayer. Rubin,
who created CBS Records-owned
Def Jam Recordings, is leaving his
current label because of a dispute
arising from the Slayer album ...
The Reverend Jesse Jackson received a Grammy a ward in the Spoken
Word category for his July 27th
speech during last year's
Democratic National Convention...
Funkrneister George Clinton has
been signed to Paisley Park records;
his album on the label is due out
sometime this spring. The label also
has plans to release an album by
Cat, the sultry sidekick of I]rince.
The Purple One will handle the production chores.. " I forgot to tell you
that LL Cool J's next Oef Jam
release will be a double album ...
Todd Terry's latest sampling adventure on Easy Street is entitled
"Voices In My House" (b/w "The
Bass Girl "). I think vou know the
pattern by now..; Congratulations
to WBLS-FM's Hal Jackson, who
is celebrating his 50th vear in broadcasting...

Once upon ·a time, there was
noise. Hauhauhauhorrible noise.
The audiophile either seized and
pulled the tape out with his bare
fingers into great long rolls of thin
plastic, or she sat brooding in her
boudoir, in silent anguish, like the
red damask cheek that smiled with
. patience at grief.
A waltz: What (0 do? What to
say? Shall you carry our treasure
away?
What exaetly had the noise been?
That was so hauhauhauhorrible?
Could have been anything at all.
Maybe it was hiss from station
static. Or a click. or pop from a
strategically misplaced microphone.
The noise got into your recording
somehow and it was there to stay.
For good. There was absolutely
nothing you or any other audiophile
could do about it. The noise
became integrated and accepted as
an unwelcome addition in your performance.
This was intolerable to technicians in all places. So began their
valiant crusade to free all music
from unnatural noise. Yet like Peter
the Hermit before them, it was an
enterprise bound to be fraught with
frustrations right from the very
start.
Soon, however, it became possible for the clicks and pops to be
edited out with a razor blade, and
the serpentine hiss could be shot to
hell by rolling off the high frequencies. But this was no good. It
destroyed the audio signal as weil as
the noise. How to get rid of one
without killing the other?
[The problem resembles the
dilemma of modern eating. Show
me something that's not carcinogenic, and I'll show you
something that's escaped scientific
scrutiny. Even tap water has over
2, 100 contamin~Rts. 2,100 that are
known.]
A more illuminatingapproach to ..
the problem appeared from Ray
Dolby's famous noise-reduction
system. His idea was to balance the
use of active, double-ended processing systems that reduce noise, while
simultaneously taking measures to
counteract the effects thereof.

But the Frederick II of the noise
crusade had been the coronation of
digital signal processing. The great
leap forward. For the very first
time, it became viable to eliminate
all residues of noise by pinpointing
them exactly, leaving all other
music unscathed.
Thomas Stockham, Jr. had been
a pioneer in this particular method
of noise reduction. About 18 years
ago, he restored some recordings
made circa 1906 using a digital
technique fondly dubbed blind
deconvolution. It was blind-because
the noise being operated on could
not be precisely defined. This' was
Greek abstract trouble-shooting all
over again, masquerading in a
sophisticated disguise, as in the
great wheel of Nature that forever
turns in circles, rising and falling,
returning us to where we began:
alone, at last, along the riverrun.
Brings us back to Howth Castle and
Phoenix Park.
The only drawback of blind
deconvolution was the enormous
am 0 1Jnt of computation involved.
The area under the !! #' curve is
equal to what?
1989 A.D.: The idea of digital
noise reduction is now applied to
vastly improved signal-processing
techniques with unprecedented success in numerous commercial
releases. A relatively well-known
example of this is Sonic Solutions, a
company based in California.
Sonic Solutions utilizes
something they call. the NoNoise
system. This system Can virtually
eliminate any click, pop, hum. sur-
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00The Noise That Was
r&cond of two parts)

face noise or tape hiss from a
master recording without altering
any of the music.
Furthermore, audio signals that
were lost due to tape drop-outs
could be synthesized with formidable accuracy using techniques
assimilated 'from artificial intelligence technologies. It is a
peerless kinsman. The method in
which NoNoise works is long and
boring, but here we go. NoNoise
digitally processes' the audio spectrum into frequency bands. It then
analyzes the recording with signalprocessing procedures to determine
the spectral composition of the surface noise and hiss. The spectral
composition is called the noise's
"fingerprint," which is alone, unique, distinct, and separate from the
music - all at the same time. From
this fingerprint, an inverse function
is developed to remove the noise.

Ideally, the fingerprint sample is
taken from a silent section of the
recording, e.g., a pause. The reason
for this is to perceive the noise as
faithfully as possible.
To remove steady-state noise,
such as his. the audio signal is
compared in. ~mall secti~ns with
that o.f the norse fingerprint, and
NoNoise can the~, WIth ope co?s-I
tant an~ two van~bles, determine
what actlonto.take In each frequen? band. ~or .mstance, at ~ny partlcuI.ar point IO ~he re:ording: the
music may domlna~e In. a higher
spectrum and NoNOlse will pass the
signal in that band unprocessed,
while hiss dominating in a lower frequency may trigger processing in
that particular 'band. In most cases,
a little original noise remains.
Ironically, this noise is just enough
to give the music a more natural
.

ODkyo TA-W460 doable alSlette deck willi Dolby B-C IIGIIe redIlCdOD.

By QUANTRAN
Disappear Fear's debut album
Echo My Call contains a track entitled, "From' Baltimore to
Anywhere." Anywhere? How
about Baruch College? Yes! This
acoustic duo will bring their captivating and enchanting performance to Baruch College on April
25th.
From Baltimore, Disappear Fear
is Sonia and Cindy Rutstein.
Already the two sisters have charmed audiences of alI sizes throughout
the east coast with their blend of
folk/progressive rock sound. Since
the release of Echo My Call last
November,· Disappear Fear has
been heavily played among college
radio stations around the country.
The LP is filled with melodic and
catchy harmonies, which will start
you humming the tunes after a few
listens. Besides from the hook of
the harmony, the lyrics are powerful and thought - provoking. Their
songs deal with social and political
consciousness laced with feelings
and emotions. But that's not all,
their love songs range from poignant and delnanding to sweet and
c~.

sound, most probably because we
have been acclimatized to hear such
background disturbances right
from the start.
Impressive interactive graphic
displays can locate isolated noise
(clicks), and then implement a program that removes the offense by
analyzing the frequency and
'amplitude which occurs concurrently with the click. Finally, it synthesizes an audio signal for the
music that was removed. In fact,
NoNoiseis very capable of making
a processed recording sound more
real than the original master itself.
.
. .
Yet, ~f to? much norse IS removed, audiophiles become uneasy and
suffe: what Stephen D~dalus
descnbed as the incessant, inward
rat-gnawing of conscience: agenbite
of inwit. A safe limit is to not
remove ~~re tha~ 1~ to 15 p~rcent
of the original noise inherent 10 the
master recording. Any percentage
higher will result in such a nearly
flawless recording, that most people
will start complaining of "unnatural silence." Technology has
surpassed the human lust for
aesthetics at long last.
.. The final proof, of course.Ties' in· .
your own evaluation of NoNoise.
Let no one else sway your thinking.
Since October 1987, over two hundred CD reissues have been produced with the revolutionary NoNoise.
A famous example of this was the
reprocessing of the 1943 originalcast LP of Oklahoma! It was the
first musical ever to be recorded.
And after one application with
NoNoise, Oklahoma! became fit
for reissue.
But wait. Who was it that once
said no first generation technology
is ever truly perfect? Probably the
second generation. So, who is the
immediate successor to NoNoise?
The prize does not go to the intimidating MITI, as high-definition
television broadcasts are soon to air
in Japan. The U.S. needs to catch
up with the Japanese in the arena of
HDTV, but as for digital noise processing, the people who have
brought you NoNoise are now bringing you Sonic System.

As beautiful and well produced
as the album is, it does not give the
same effect as when Disappear Fear
perform live. Last month while in
NYC, they gave WBMB, Baruch's
radio station an interview and
afterwards played at the Bitter End,
a club down in the village. That
night, they put on a performance
that left their audience gasping for
Sonic System is a Macintosh 1Imore. Both their voices, sultry and based Desktop Audio system that
distinctive were entrancing when does equalizing, editing, dynamic
weaved together. Sonia played her processing, mixing, and NoNoise
guitar like there was no tomorrow processing. All you need to prepare'
as they jam out tunes after tunes .. a CD's master tape is in Sonic
There were a few surprises to keep System. The Age of Aquarius has
the audience on the edge of their arrived for the Walter Mitty of
seats, as they did a finger snappin' stereo. And music would never be
blues song and a delightful cover of the same agai n.
"Downtown, " where the chord
So as NoNoise now relinquishes
changes were intensely fast.
its former position in the hearts and
Already establishing themselves ears of all audiophiles everywhere,
with college and alternative radio, to its relative and successor, Sonic
and with an ever growing following, System, it has every right to go off
Disappear Fear is bound to be big, with a loud bang. And to proudly "
even huge, if they keep this up. boast, as Sidney Carton once did in
Here's a chance to see one of the A Tale of Two Cities, "It is a far,
hottest up and coming bands as far better thing I do than I have ever
SCPB presents Disappear Fear on . done."
April 25th, at 1 p.m., in the Oak
And the noise that was is no
lounge of the student center, 22 st.
building, a pleasurable experience more. And the audiophile will listen
happily ever after.
not to be missed.
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AN ORCHID

N·AMED
JESSYE
By ELOISE NIEDERKIRCHNER
Looking very regal in a longwine-red velvet gown embellished
with gold embroidery, Jessye Norman walked to the front and center
stage at Carnegie Hall and bowed
,graciously to the sold-out house filled with enthusiastic admirers, Taking her place at the piano between

two sections of stage seats to accommodate the overflow, she began
her recital of lieder and art songs
for which she is so famous.
Singing with compelling artistry
as always, Miss Norman began her
program with the music of Strauss
and Wolf and finished with the

songs. of Ravel and DuParc. But, as
a famous sports figure once said "it
ain't over 'til it's over." At the end
of the program her spellbound audience refused to let her go, demanding encore after 'encore, which she
magnamiously granted, including
one spiritual. On one occasion, at
the end of a concert in Japan,
tumultous applause continued for
45 minutes.
A dramatic soprano, her range is
phenomenal, as demonstrated when
she includes in her program Berlioz'
"Les Nuits d'Etes," a cycle of six
songs which he wrote for three
,separate voices, extending from the
top soprano notes through the mezzo to the lowest in the contralto
register. One critic has characterized Norman as a "force of nature."
saying she draws on' a "vast ocean
of sound" when she sings. It is not
only the size of her voice which is so
astounding but her ability to shape

madison & 54th

new york

firenze

milano

prato

paris

munchen

it, bend it, manipulate it to fit any cian of the Year" in 1982; honorary phrase she chooses from the softest doctorates of music from Howard
nuance to ringing tones. She sings University and the Boston Conservatory; the title of "Commandeur
in four languages, English,(")
Norman began her career as an . de L'Ordre des Arts et des Lettres"
opera singer, appearing in the role from the French Government; and
of Elisabeth in Tannhauser at the in 1983 the National Museum of
Natural History in Paris, honored
Deutsche Oper in Berlin. Her next
role was the Countess in Le Nozze her by naming an orchid for her.
After several years of global conde Figaro which she sang at a
certizing,
Norman returned to the
festival in Berlin. Her extraordinary
gifts were quickly recognized, opera stage. singing Strauss'
resulting in invitations for concert, Ariadne auf Naxos in Hamburg, a
recital and television appearances role which she repeated' with the
around the world. For the next ten Vienna State Opera in 1985.
For her debut at the Metropolitan
years she -toured extensively in
South America, Australia, Canada, Opera she sang the roles of both
most of Europe and of course, the Dido and Cassandra in Berlioz' Les
Troyens which opened the Met's
U.S., always receiving rave reviews.
She also sang at all of the major in- 100th anniversary season in 1983.
ternational music festivals. Edin- Other roles at the Met have been
burgh, Salzburg Fanders, Aix-en- Ariadne and Jocasta in Stravinsky'S
Oedipus Rex. She scored a triumph
Provence and Tanglewood.
in the 1988-89 season as the Woman
Norman has received prestigious
in Schoenberg's one-character opera
awards: Musical America's "Musi- Erwartung in its first performance
at the Met. It was presented as a
double bill with Bluebeard's Castle
by Bartok, in which she sang the role
of Judith. The music of Bartok and
Schoenberg may not be to
everyone's liking but when Jessve
Norman sings it, they could easilv
become the popular favorites, Sh~
finishes the current season at the
Met singing Sieglinde in Wagner's
Die Walkure, a role which she will
return to next season.
Some of Norrnans ··cameo" appearances have been: performing
for Queen Elizabeth's sixtieth birthday celebration at the Royal Opera
House, Covent Garden in 1986;
singing at President Reagan's inaugural ceremonies in 1985; singing
"La Marsellaise" in Paris as part of
the French salute to the 100th anniversary of the Statue of Liberty.
Recording with all the major
companies, Philips, Angel, EMI.
CBS Masterworks, Erato and
DGG., she has producedanamazingly diverse ,and prolifIC list of
records which are almost immediately sold out. Her recording
of Strauss' "FOUi Last Songs"
received the "Gramophone"
award.
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Norman will appear with the New
York Philharmonic in September
'89, then she will go on for a recital
at the San Francisco Opera. From
there she goes to Tokyo for three
concerts in October, returning to
New York in the spring of 1,990 for
her
appearances
at
the
Metropolitan Opera.
Growing up in a family of one
sister and three brothers in
Augusta, Georgia, Norman went on
to attend Howard University,
University of Michigan and the
Peabody Conservatory of Music.
Now in her early 40's, "This force
of nature" can -look back on a
orilliantly successful career and
look forward to new vocal worlds
to conquer.
(*) French, Italian and German
with equal ease and perfect diction.

A FLETCH OF
A
GOOD TIME

RUN FOR YOUR WIFE
The Virginia Theatre
245 West, 52nd Street
Starring Ray Cooney, Kay Walbye,

Hillary labow and Paxton White-head
Written and Directed by Ray Cooney.
By MAlT AUBRY
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I'm at the Virginia Theatre, at
245 West 52nd street, eagerly
awaiting the opening of the longrunning english comedy hit RUD For
Your Wife. An instrumental version of ULove and Marriage"
precedes the opening of the curtain.
I half expect Al Bundy of "Married
With Children" come on the stage.
Half-way through the play .I'm
praying for AI to appear and by the
end of this sad attempt at humor I
realize that not even the whole Bundy family could have salvaged this
theatrical monstrocity.
The premise for this supposed
farcical comedy is' one which has
definite comedic possibilities. John
Smith played by author/director
Ray Cooney is a ordinary 'London
taxi driver who has two wives
neither of which knows 'about th~
other. As a result of his deception
John must live two separate lives.
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By LISA

CERMAK

Somewhere between SoDa of TIlt
Sout" and Gone With The WiDcI
you'll find netdiUves. This sequel
to the 1985 film "Fletch," is set
mostly on plantations in the south
and features such southern past
times as "Coon hunts. " Chevy
Chase returns as the master-ofdisguise reporter, who constantly
finds himself in the middle of a
mess.
The premise of this hilarious
follow up to the original finds
Fletch longing for a vacation his
boss is unwilling to give him, and
being hounded by his ex-wife's
lawyer
regarding alimony
payments. Just as Fletch is about to
go off the deep-end, he receives a
phone call telling him he has just inherited a southern plantation from
an aunt he has not seen in sixteen
years. So, he quits his job, packs up
all his belongings in a single crate,
and flies off to Louisiana with
cartoon-like dreams of the
"southern lifestyle." Needless to
say, the house is a disaster area.
Fletch, however, is being offered a
tremendous amount of money to
sell the house. Does he take the
money and run, as any normal redblooded American would? Our
Fletch'? No way!!
This scenario carries the audience
through a bungling adventure full
of exciting characters.
One of the first people we meet is
a "slave' who never paid attention
to the Emancipation Proclamation,
named Calculus (Cleavon Little).
He quickly becomes Fletch's
sidekick and partner in crime. Now,
just because Calculus is a slave, do
not get the idea that this is a racial
film. 10 his little "hovel," Calculus
has a color television, and a waterb.,.,
..-. . . . ...

ed. We are also introduced to two
lawyers; Amanda Ray Ross
(patricia Kalember), whose untimely death lands Fletch behind bars;
and Ham Johnson (played by
veteran actor Hal Holbrook), who
gets Fletch out of jail. Next up is
Real Estate Agent, Becky Culpepper (The Boss' ex, Julianne
Phillips), who turns into the love interest of ~etch. Her father
televangelist, Jimmy Lee Farnsworth (R. Lee Ermey), owns God's
version of Disney World,
BIB LELAND. Another character
worth mentioning is Fletch's
jailmate, Ben Dover, who is serving
time for molesting a- dead horse,
and has the intention of making
Fletch his next conquest.
Amidst all these characters are
the subtypes of Fletch. In the
natural course of investigative
reporting, Fletch becomes Nuclear
waste mogul, Elmer Fudd Gantry;
Bug Exterminator, Billy Gene King;
Psychic Televangelist Claude Henry
Smoot; Confederate soldier, Bobby
Lee Swartz; and, President of
Harley Davidson Motors, Ed
Harley.
This movie probably will not
warrant any Academy Awards, but
it is funny. The audience was kept
laughing at all times. One of the
best scenes in the movie is Fletch's
dream sequence, featuring a cast of
200 hundred dancers, and an
animatedbluebird and dog dancing
to Chevy Chase's rendition of
"Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah. "
Chevy, as would be expected, was
superb. He was colorful, funny and
quite believable as the clever,
dashing reporter, still an irrepressable Lakers fan. If you can
manage to sit through over an hour
of Julianne Phillips' on-again, offagain Southern Belle accent, Fletch
is a must.

mances I've ever ~en in professional theatre. It felt as if Labow
was reading all of her lines off of
her palm. She also was way too'
dramatic and came off as extremely
cornball. The cornball "king"
however was Paxton, Whitehead, he
played John Smith's best friend.
Whitehead hoked it up so much
that I felt ashamed for him. Every
line, move and gesture was so extreme and unrealistic that
Whitehead resembled a bad rendition of 1940's slapstick. There was
actually a scene where Whitehead
put a trash can over his head and
crawled around on the floor. Dennis Ramsden and Gareth Hunt
played the Detective sergeants' who
were reasonably believable and provided the majority of comedic ability in this play but again, both parts
were overdone. One was too stiff
the-other too liberal. As for the lead
iittMt;~there'is a saying that a
director should. never playa part in

'1iiSOWnpliy6ecaiiSe'lieneedsto be -

minutes, . away with, Barbara. ' detached, well this play is a fanSomehow he still has time to go out tastic example of the validity of that
and make a living. The play begins statement. Had Roy Cooney been
with John having had a slight acci- sitting in the audience he might
dent that sends him to the hospital have realized the silliness that was
while out driving his cab. John is at going on, on the stage.

MANAGING
EDITOR
MANAGES HER WAY TO TilE
TOP IN "THE TICKER"/OSCAR
POLL. '
"The Ticker" editorial staff and
columnists voiced their opinions in
early March as to who would walk
away with Oscar gold in the best
picture, best actor and actress, best
director and best supporting actor
and actress categories come
Academy Award night. The
winners were announced on
Wednesday March 29th; and of the
fourteen of us who took part in the
Oscar pool, managing editor Anne
Schwimmer was the sole front runner predicting five out of the six
categories pooled. Editor-in-ehief
Caitlin Mollison, Features editor
Linda Zuech and "Tour of the
Tweleve Inch" columnist Kevin M.
Dames all shared second place with
a prediction ratio of 4 to 6. I
(STARK) shared the third place
ring with News columnist Toni Colavito, Office manager Diane Leppek, Sports editor Mickey Kramer,
Business
manager Nick
Cedeno and Assistant columnist
Mott A ubry, We all batted .500
picking three out of six winning
categories. Advertising manager
Chris Word, Cartoonist Glen
Spangler, News editor Barbara
Meisser and "Audio Too" columnist Jerry Ton bought up the rear
predicting only two out of the six
categories pooled.

AND TIlE WINNERS WERE:
RAINMAN

..AAae Sdlwimmrr
MalIk_

, CeidIp

Una ZuedI

MartbI Starkey
Kevin M. Dames
DiaDe Leppek
Told CoIa~to
MIckey Kramer
tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii__===========~~""'---...JMatt A.bry

the Hospital all
precious Schedule is thrown off.
Both wives become worried and
both report him missing, but to different precincts. The police find
John at the hospital and bring him
home to Mary. The problem is that
John having become flustered after
the accident gives the hospital Barbara's address as his own. The
police notice the discrepancy and
that's where the "fun" begins.
(That's sarcasm folks) From this
simple beginning arises a tangled
web of confusion, mishaps and
weird plot twists.
The supporting cast adds tremendously to the silliness of this production. Not in a very longtime has
such a group of "over-actors"
gathered on a Broadway stage.
Starting with the wives, who would
have to be mentally deficient not to
realize what's going on right away.
Mary played by Kay Walbye was
one of -th e dippiest female
characters I've seen of late. The
main problems were with the
character and not the actress. At the
least Walbye was not as hokey as
the rest of the cast. Hillary Labow
played Barbara and gave one of the
most awkward. unnatural perfor-

This play reads like a number of
situation-eomedies mixed together.
The play takes as many liberties
with reality as it pleases and justs
gets more confusing. Alot of the
comedy is borrowed from
B-comedies of the forties and the
rest is taken from the seventies.
Cooney's character of John Smith
even borrowed the facial expressions of Bud Abbot and Stan
Laurel. One of the characters is
homosexual (Gavin Reed as Bobby
Franklyn) and is portrayed in the
"classical" Gay sense. He's got a
high sing song voice, flutters about
and wears a -light purple jumpsuit.
Even one of the odder plot twists
has Mary believing that John and
Stanley are lovers. They put their
hands on their hips and lips. This
might be okay if it were funny, but
it's run into the ground. Another
thing Cooney seems obsessed with
is sex. Everywhere possible sex is
brought up. Either in idiotic sexual
inuendos or sexually indicative
gestures which are both painfully
obvious. Run For Your Wife leaves
no stone unturned in its search for
humor yet comes up humorless.

DUSTIN HORMAN
Anne Sdlwimmer
CaltOn Mollison
Unda ZuedI
MartbI Starkey
Kevin M. Dames
Toni Colavito
Mickey Kramer
Nick Cedeno
Barbara Meissner
Glen SpanaJet'
Jerry Tim

-

JODIE FOSTER
Linda Zuech
Mickey Kramer
Kevin M. Dames
Toni Colavito

BARRY LEVINSON'
Anne Schwimmer
Caitlin Mollison
Martin Starkey
Kevin M. Dames
Diane I..eppek
Nick Cedeno
Jerry Tan

GEENADAVIS
Anne Schwimmer
Linda Zuecb
Barbara Meissaer
Chris Ward
Matt Au~ry
KEVIN KLINE
Anne Schwimmer
Caitlin Mollison
Diane Leppek
Chris Ward
Nick Cedeno
Glen Spangler
Matt Aubry
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ARTS

STARK'S
ARTS
(Continued from Page B7)
all very elegant and very well lit.
The set gives the show class,
prestige. and a ritzy style that befits
the King Of Late Night TV.
ORIGINALITY - Johnny's show
has become almost predictable.
Although his bits and characters
have great staying power the
originality of the show tends to be
thriving off the success of the show.
The characters and skits, although
funny, are all to predictable in what
kthey are intending to do.
THE BAND - Winner of two
Grammy's last year Doc Severinsen
and the Tonight Show band continues to be the best talk show band
on TV. It's big band, brassy horn
style is typical of the Tonight show.
SIDE KICK - Ed McMahon is the
ultimate side kick. He is just as
much part of TONIGHT SHOW as
Johnny is and is the total compliment for Johnny. They are more
than just co-workers, they are
friends, and because of that their is
a flow between these two entertainers that makes this team really
work.
OVERALL RA TING- 9
LATE

NIGHT

WITH

DAVID

LE'ITERMAN
PERSONALITY . Dave's non":
cbalant attitude, goofy looks and
,.. appearance makes him so funny
you have to love him.
GUEST- Aimed at college students
and the working class, Dave has
developed a pattern of regulars as
well as many top-notch stars. He

I

also specializes in (he bizarre and
unusual guest.
BITS - Innovative and funny,
Dave's bits and skits like "Stupid
Pet Tricks," "Viewer Mail,"
"Supermarket Finds" and "The
Top Ten List" have become a part
of America.
CONTROL
OF
THE
SHOW/CONVERSING WITH
GUESTS - In the beginning guests
were afraid to be interviewed by
Dave for fear that he would embarrass and make fools of them. That
may still be true today, but Dave's
style of interviewing guests have
become acceptable as part of the
show's outlandishness. Dave is in
total control of the show although
he'll have us believe otherwise;
"We're out of control ladies and
gentlemen. "
SHOW APPEARANCE - Dave's
set looks like someone's basement.
It' s a set that compliments Dave
and is the personification of what
late night T. V. and his show is all
about. The late night set lets the
guests and regulars be the stars of
the show. There is no flamboyant
set to draw attention from the performing talent.
ORIGINALITY - Probably the only show on late night TV that continues to be original, Letterman and
company always manage to corne
up with new bits and crazy stunts
like; "AI Mars Box-o-Thrills, "
"Ask Mr. Curious," the late night
"Thrill Cam," HMonkey Cam,"
"Cow Cam," "Tiger Cam," "The
5 Story Building Toss" and the
"Hydrolic Press."
THE BAND - Paul Shaffer and the
World's most Dangerous Band is
the hippest band on TV, and why
not, Shaffer is the coolest "cat" in
show business. These boys (Paul
Shaffer, Will Lee, Sid McGinnis
and .Anton Fig) can really rock.

APRIL AND MAY MADNESS·
By STEVEN SCHEER
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rehashes material that we already of the piece is never really revealed
know. His skill lies in how he asks because the bit fails in what it is trythe questions. Arsenio recentlyask- ing to do, Entertain.
ed Mike Tyson, uWe all know the CONTROL OF THE SHOWI
bad stuff about Robin, how about CONVERSING WITH GUEST telling us something good about Pat has experience when it comes to
conversing with his guest, after all
her. "
that is one of the main prerequisites
SHOW
APPEARANCE
z Arsenio's set goes with his per- if you want to be a game show host.
o sonality; flashy, glitzy and high Unfortunately Sajak's interviews
s~ priced. The set gives the show a appear to be nothing more a
modestly expensive look and trumped up version of a game show
~
~ because of that the set lures people
host asking a contestant from New
to
watch.
Jersey
what he or she does for a liv~
Z
ORIGINALITY - Arsenio is pro- mg.
SIDE KICK- Paul Shaffer is pro- bably the first talk show host to do SHOW APPEARANCE - A hybrid
bably the only side kick Letterman his opening monologue as if it were version of the TONIGHT SHOW
could have because Shaffer is so a stand-up act. He involves the au- and THE LATE SHOW.
cool and so laid back that he makes dience and really makes you laugh. ORIGINALITY - None. A carbon
copy of everyone else.
Letterman seem like he's hyperac- A plus for Arsenio.
THE BAND - A bybrid version of
THE
BAND
Mike
Wolf
and
the
tive.Shaffer is in a class with Ed
McMahon when it comes to side Arsenio Hall Possy is the only band the TONIGHT SHOW band and
kicking. He knows just what to say that appears to be so cool that when the World's most dangerous band.
and, like McMahon, doesn't try to they play, you find yourself struggl- SIDE KICK - If it is possible for a
ing to understand what they are person to be even more boring than
steal the show.
playing. Too much brassy horns Pat Sajak than Don Miller is the
OVERALL RA TING- 10
and incongruity make this band man who foots that bill. He doesn't
THE ARSENIO HALL SHOW..
do anything except suck up to Zaweak.
PERSONALITY - Instant appeal. SIDE KICK - Musical Director jak 's no-talent personality and anVery chic, but Arsenio seems to be Michael Wolf can be considered a tics.
borrowing his talk-show persona side kick of sorts, even though he OVERALL RA TING - 3
rarely says anything interesting. LATER WITH BOB COSTAS
from Johnny and Dave.
Arsenio
is so funny, however, that PERSONALITY - Stern and
G VEST - Definitely aimed at the
younger audience (15-35), Hall's he really doesn't need a side kick.
serious, with brief intervals of jovial
guest are mostly mainstream movie, OVERALL RATING - 8Yz
vignettes. New viewers will not
television and sports stars. There is
necessarily warm up to Bob right
very little shift to the irregular and THE PAT SAJAK SHOW
away.
off beat guest.
PERSONALITY - Pat had no real GUEST - One guest per show.
BITS - Arsenio's weak spot. His personality when he hosted' 'Wheel Usually someone in the spotliaht at
bits are usually not funny and tend Of Fortune" but has managed to the particular airing date.
to mimic those of David Letterman gain an almost deadpan attitude BITS - With the exception of an ocabout his show.
and Johnny Carson.
casional film clip, Bob has no real
CONTROL OF THE SHOWI GUESTS - Mostly mainstream. bits because his show is mainly a in.
CONVERSING WITH GUEST - Tries to spread the guest appeal to terview show.
Arsenio tends to sit back, relying on encompass aU age groups and in- CONVERSING WITH GUEST Costas tends to sit back and let the
the excitement of the show and au- terest.
dience to control his guest and the BITS . If Arsenio's bits are weak, guest take over the show as he interpace of the program. Arsenio's in- then Pat's bits are weaker. The con- views much the same way he does
terviews are usually superficial and cepts appear good upon first when he commentates sports.
don't really reveal much. He siniply glance, but the actual angle or nut OVERALL RA T1NG - 7

The iong and grueling regular
season is over and the second
season is about to begin. Sixteen of
the leagues twenty-one teams advance to the playoffs in the hopes of
capturing the Stanley Cup - professional sports' oldest trophy.
The following is a series by series
look at the NHL playoffs which
began on April 5th.
Clarence Campbell Conference N orris Division
Detroit Red Wings vs. Chicago
Black Hawks.
This division has shown that
anything's possible. The Red Wings
won this division while playing just
over .500, and Chicago was hounded by Toronto until the final game.
These teams match up well against
each other but Detroit has the edge
in goaltending with Greg Stefan and
Glen Hanlon over Alain Chevrier
and Darren Pang.
Players to watch - Detroit: 65
goal scorer Steve Yzerman, Petr
Klima and Shawn Burr.
Chicago: Dennis Savard, Steve
Larmer and Troy Murray.
Prediction: Chicago won the
season series 4-2-2 and heavily outshot Detroit but coach Jacques
Demers will have the Wings ready
to oust the Hawks in 6 games.
St. Louis Blues vs. Minnesota
North Stars
On paper, the Blues have the
overall edge but Minnesota has the
.edge in goaltending with Kari
Takko and Jon Casey over Greg
Millen. The Stars also gave up a
good goal scoring threat in Dino
Ciccarelli for. a Washed up Mike
Gartner, In .the same tRKie Miftlly
picked up a good blneliner in Larry
Murphy.
Players to watch - St. Louis:

Bernie Federko, Brett Hull and
Cliff Ronning.
Minnesota: Basil McRae, Neil
Broten and Mark Habscheid.
Prediction: These are two bad
teams that would have not made the
playoffs in any other division. Minnesota's lack of goal scoring will
lead the Blues to a win in 5 games.

lacked a quality goaltender until
they "stole" Kelly Hrudey from the
Islanders. L.A. is going to have
their hands full against Edmonton,
who also score a lot of goals. The
Oilers also give up a lot of goals.
Goalie Grant Fuhr started the
season off poorly but has beep
superb in February and March.
Players to watch - Los Angeles:
Smytbe Division
Wayne' Gretzky, Bernie Nicholls
Calgary Flames vs. Vancouver
and John Tonelli.
Canucks
Edmonton: Craig Simpson, Jari
Calgary has everything a chamKurri, Mark Messier, Glen Anderpionship team needs; lots of goal . son and Kevin Lowe.
scoring, a stingy defense and a good
Prediction: Wayne Gretzky has
goaltender in Mike Vernon. Vantoo much too prove and the Kings
have too much for Edmonton's
couver has been revamped and also
has a stingy defense (third in the
defense to handle. There will be no
league) led by Paul Reinhart, Garth
subway series in Alberta this year as
the defending Stanley Cup Champs
Butcher and Doug Lidster. The
Canucks are tough with Harold
will die a slow death in 7 games.
Prince of Wales Conference Snepts and Stan Smyl, and have
two capable goalies in Steve Weeks
Adams DivisioD
and Kirk McLean. They'll be busy;
Montreal Canadians vs, Hartford
Calgary has a lot of goal scoring
Whalers
power.
Montreal has fought Calgary all
Players to watch - Calgary: Fifyear for the best team in the league,
ty goal scorers Joe Mullen and Joe. and for good reason. Montreal's
Nieuwendyk; plus Joel Otto and A1
defense is the best around led by
MacInnis.
veteran Larry Robinson. The CanaVancouver: Rookie Trevor
dian's goaltending is also tops.
Linden, Petri Skriko and Jim
Patrick Roy hasn't lost at home all
Sandlak.
year and Brian Hayward is one of
Prediction: Calgary scored over the best backups in the NHL. Hartford had a very disappointing
100 goals more than Vancouver and
season. Hartford's bright spot was
has too many weapons. The Flames
the emergence of rookie goaltender
will burn the Cariucks in 5 games,
Peter Sidorkiewicz as the number
with Vancouver getting a win at
home.
one goalie over Mike Liut. But, he
will not be able to stop all that the
Los Angeles Kings vs. Edmonton
Canadians will throw at him.
Oilers
Players to watch - Montreal:
L.A. was the most improved
Mats
Naslund; Stephane Richer,
team from last-season. Of course,
Claude Lemieux, Bobby Smith and
the acquisition of Wayne "the
Great ene' ~ -6r'etzky hasitelpedout Chris Chelios.
quite a bit. L. A. scores a lot of
Hartford: Ron Francis, Kevin Digoals - the most in the league neen, Sylvain Turgeon and VI f
but they lack defense. They also Samuelsson.

Prediction: No contest! Les
Canadians in 4 games.
Boston Bruins vs. Buffalo'Sabres
Boston went to the NHL finals
last season, but were swept by Edmonton. The Bruins have had
hard time recovering. The B's
defense is solid led by Ray Bourque
and Glen Wesley. They also have a
productive offense with Ca(I1
Neeley and Bourque.
Buffalo has played at .500 all
season. Darren Puppa was the #1
goalie, but after an injury to Puppa, the Sabres acquired Cint Malarchuck from Washington. Malarchuck was recently in a freak accident rupturing his jugular vein in
his neck. He will be back for the
playoffs.
On offense Buffalo can put the
puck in the net but have some
defensive problems. Phil Housley,
Mike Ramsey and Uwe Krupp are
the
Sabres only capable'
defensemen.
Players to watch - Boston: Ray
Bourque, Bob Joyce. Craig Janney,
Cam Neeley and Ken Linesman.
Buffalo: Dave Andreychuck,
Mike Foligno, Christian Ruuttu,
and Pierre Turgeon.
Prediction: Both teams play inconsistently, but Boston has more
experience and better goaltending.
The Bruins in 6.

a

Patrick Division
Washington' capitals vs.
Pbiladelpbia Flyers
Washington has finally captured
first place after the Islanders and
Flyers dominated the top spot for
years. The caps have choked every
year in the playoffs. This year may
be different. Coach Bryan Murray
. may have his best team yet. Their
goaltending is suspect with veterans
Pete "choke in the playoffs"

Peeters and Don Beaupre. But their
defense is in the top five in the
league. The Caps can score goals,
and they always play hard 'till the
end.
The Board Street Bullies had a
subpar regular season, but never
count them out. Ron Hextal will be
very busy in goal.
Players to watch - Washington:
Geoff Courtnall, Dino Ciccarelli,
Scott Stevens and Mike Ridley.
Philadelphia: Mike Bullard, Ron
Sutter, Rick Tocchet, Tim Kerr,
and Brian Propp.
It'll be the Capitals in 7.
Pittsburgb Penguins vs, New
York RaDaers
After a one year absence, the
Broadway Blueshirts return to the
playoffs. The Rangers goaltending •
duo of John Vanbiesbrouck and
Bob Froese is one of the best
around. The Rangers also have a
good defense when they're
healthy. Goal scoring has been a
problem in March. The Rangers
weakness is their hitting (or lack CJf
it). Michel Petit and Chris Nilan do
the bulk of it. The Penguins score a
lot of goals led by Mario Lemieux.
Goaltender Tom Barrasso will be
seeing a lot of rubber during this
series.
Players to watch - Pittsburgh:
Mario Lemieux, Rob Brown, Paul
Coffey, Dan Quinn and John
Cullen.
'.
Rangers: Kelly Kisio, Brian
Leetch, Tony Granato, Chris Nilan
and Thomas Sandstrom.
Prediction: This will test Mario's
greatness. However, even if Mario
slumps' the Pens have other
weapons. I t will also be interesting
.JQ see how the Bangea wiU~tG;
GM Phil Esposito's ruing- of coach
Michel Bergeron two games before
the regular season ended. Pittsburgh in 7 games.

Editors Note: S.S. wrote this "Preview" before the playoffs began.
Major Leagues
(Continued from Page B15)
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are above average.
Kevin Bass and Gerald Young are
sound players, but there is just not
enough.
Atlanta Braves- Still rebuilding.
Some good young pitchers to
look out for: John Smoltz, Pete
Smith and Tom Glavine all have
good arms and each is under 23
years old.
There isn't a bullpen.
There aren't any bats to speak of
except Dale "Get me out of here"
Murphy. He should bounce back
and have a very good year.
Playoff Picks: Mets over Reds.
Brewers over Royals.
. World Series: Mets in six.
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By MICKEY KRAMER

Higher Education Offering

®

, PQrt#6179147 1
./

Personal System/2 Model 30/286
IMBRAM 80286 Processor
1.44 MB Disk Drive
20 MB Fixed Disk, 10 MHz
8513 VGA Color Display
IBM Mouse DOS 4.0
Microsoft-Word 4.0
Microsoft Windows 286
hDcm Windows Express

save 46%

Special Promotion Price: $2,399

I

Part #61791491

Part #6179148

,
.-

Personal System/2 Model 50

Personal System/2 Model 70

1MB RAM 80286 Processor
1.44 MB Disk Drive
30 MB Fixed Disk, 10MHz
8513 VGA Color Display
IBM Mouse DOS 4.0
Microsoft- Word 4.0
Microsoft Windows 286
Microsoft Excel Version 2.1
hDCan Windows Express

2MB RAM 803S-6 Processor
1.44 MB Disk Drive
60 MB Fixed Disk, 16MHz
8513 VGA Color Display
IBM Mouse DOS 4.0
Microsoft- Word 4.0
Microsoft Windows 386
Microsoft Excel Version 2. 1
soc- Windows Express

save 54%
Special Promotion Price: $2,799

save 50%
Special Promotion Price: $4,44

BARUCH COLLEGE·
Discounts for Students, 'Faculty, and Staff

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY WITH PRE-LOADED SOFTWARE
inquire at ECC Microcomputer Lab
135 E. 24th St., Room 343
or call Alyssa Domershick at 212-725-3264

,
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"Matt-y... Matt-y... Matt-y."
With 45 seconds left in St. Johns'
National· Invitational Tournament
Championship win over a gutsy St.
Louis squad, the Madison Square
Garden crowd gave Matt Bmst one
final ovation.
You see, on March 29, a fine
basketball player's C3.1'eer ended.
He is not N.B.A. bound, but he still
played every minute of every game,
like it could be his last.
He could hit the "Three,'.' rebound and pass the ball, but what
set him special was his ferocious .
tenacious, pain-in-the-butt,
defense.
Another of his great traits was his
willingness to dive head first on the
wood floor, for loose fumbles...
Excuse me, loose balls.
You see, Matthew, as Coach
Carnesecca calls him, played
basketball with a football mentality.
The Coach spoke of Brust, after
the game. "Matt will always be
remembered... The scraping of his
epidermis, going for loose balls. He
left an intensity to the players that
won't be forgotten."
Brust was cool for a moment.
"I can play golf this week!"
He collected his thoughts, and
gave all the credit to Katha Quinn.
She was the tong time sports information director for St. Johns, who
recently lost a bout with cancer.
"People call me the spirit... It's
her. She had F
guts. That
was a major dnving force." .
And don't get the idea that Brust

Major Leagues
(Continued from Page B16)
Joyner (.295,85 RBI) is a good
player. And Chilli Davis, Johnny
Ray and Claudell Washington will
help, but...
Doug Rader: Good luck.
Seattle MariDers- The franchise
without a winning season will not
break its tradition this year.
Mark Langston (l5-11)~ if not
traded is a great left-handed flamethrower. And he'll be joined by
Scott Bankhead, Mike' Campbell
and rookie Eric Hanson to make a
young, and potential-filled staff.
Tom Niedenfuer will close most
games.
Seattle will not score many runs.
Alvin Davis (I8 HR, 69 RBI) can't
do it alone, but has to.
Chicago White Sox- Next
League!
Shawn Hillegas, Melido Perez
and Bobby Thigten might be very
good pitchers, but it doesn't matter.
Carlton Fisk (19 HR, 50 RBI in
only 76 games) is still great, but last
place awaits.
National League EastWeak division.
New York Mets-· Still the jewel
of the division. Pitching, pitching
and still more pitching. David Cone
is a gem; so is Dwight Gooden; so is
Ron Darling; so is Randy Myers...
If healthy, they won't get beat.
The Mets will also score its share
of runs. Darryl Strawberry (39 HR,
101 RBI) and Kevin McReynolds
(27 HR, 99 RBO supply the most
pop. Lookie Wilstra (16 HR, 74
RBI, 118 Runs) form a great centerfield platoon. Plus the aging Keith
Hernandez and Rookie Gregg Jefferies add to the attack.
Can only stop themselves.
St. Loais CardIuIs- Will. push
the Mets all summer.
Starting pitching- Jose Deleon

Matt
Brust•.•.
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(13-10), Scott Terry and earned run
average champ, Joe Magrane form
a solid nucleus. Todd Worrell and
Ken Dayley make a great one-two
punch in the pen.
Tom Brunansky (23 HR) and
Pedro Guerrero supply long ball

punch to complement the rabbits,
Vince Coleman, Ozzie Smith and
Willie McGee to make for a very
.formidable lineup.
Pittsbu'lb Pintes- A good
team.
Young pitchers, Doug Drabek
(15-7) and John Smiley (13-11) will
continue to improve. Jim Gott (34
saves) and Jeff Robinson make a
solid bullpen pairing, but the rest of
the staff is only decent.
Bobby Bonilla (24 HR 100 RBI),
Andy Van Slyke (25 HR, tOO RBI)
and Barry Bonds (97 runs, 24 HR)
are excellent. The rest of the lineup
is O.K., plus Mike LaValliere is a
very fine catcher.
Not enough depth to compete
with the Cards or the Mets.
Montreal Expos- Good veteran
starting rotation. Dennis Martinez
(15-13), Bryn Smith (12-10) and the
newly acquired Kevin Gross wiIl
give plenty of innings. Tim Burke
and Andy McGaffigan are skilled
craftmen out of the pen. Six-ten
inch, Randy Johnson could be fhe
surprise-of the rotation.
Andres Galarraga (29 HR, 92
RBI) is one of- the best first
basemen in baseball. Hubie Brooks,
Tim Wallach and Tim Raines are
also big contributers to the offense.
Cbkago Cubs- Mitch Williams,
acquired from Texas will provide a
closer for the Cubs. But, with the
exception of Greg Maddux and
Rick Sutcliffe the starters are inadey

quare.
Shawon Dunston is going to
emerge as a great all-around short- .
stop this year. Ryne Sandberg and

was just a "Kamikazi Kid."
He averaged .almost 12 points,
five boards, four assists and over a
steal a game.
His time as a Redman was called,
, 'A wonderful experience."
Brust departed with these final
thoughts. "I feel great. Not
everyone can go out a winner."
A WINNER and Matt Brust go
hand in hand.
The "Heart and Soul" of a division one basketbaJI team, now
wants to get a job on Wall Street.
If he tackles Wall Street like he
tackled loose balls, he'll go a long
way. .
No more Phil EAposito fun facts.
He took away the fun. By firing
Michel Bergeron, he put all the
pressure on himself. He'd better
succeed next year, or it'll be
back to the booth.
Recommended Reading:

Remembrance of Swings Past, by
Ron Luciano and David Fisher. Luciano was an American League umpire for 12 years. He was not the
most conventional. He ate hot dogs
and ice cream; ON THE FIELD.
He spoke to the fans during games.
He called players out, by yelling
OUTOUTOUTOUTOUTOUT!
Or, by shooting the player out with
his handgun. Any umpire who yells.
"OUTOUTOUTOUTOUTOUT!"
has got to be a funny character. He
is one laugh after another after
another after... Baseball Confidential, by Bruce Nash and Allan
Zullo. The zany authors of the
BASEBALL HALL OF SHAME
series have another hit. More than
200 players, managers and coaches
answer such questions; Who really
scuffs the ball? Who are the Klutziest players' in baseball? Which
players refuse to play with pain?
And many, many other informative, and usually funny, questions concerning our American
pastime. It's 222 pages of quick
(one day, in my case) reading.
Dallas Green was quoted as saying, "Pitching's our strength."
If THAT is the case, my fourth
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Andre Dawson supply the sock, but
there is a void in the middle of the
lineup.
Philadelpbia PbiDies- Starting
pitching: negative.
Offense: not much. Von Hayes is
good. Juan Samuel is good. Ricky
Jordan and Ron Jones are two upcoming stars. Hall of Farner to be
Mike Schmidt might come back:
but his team is poor, at best.
National League West:
Good balance throughout the
Lea
gue.
Cincinnati Reds- Always a
bridesmaid; finally, a bride. Best
balanced hitting, pitching and
defense-in the League.
Solid rotation: Danny Jackson
(23-8), Tom Browning (18-5) and
Jose Rijo (13-8) are the staff's
mainstays. John Franco is the best
lefty reliever in baseball.
Good punch: Ex-Red. - ock,
Todd Benzinger (13 HR, 70 RBI)
joins Kal Daniels (18 HR, 95 runs),
PaulO' Neil (16 HR, 73 RBI) and
Eric "The Red" Davis (26 HR, 93
RBI) to form a powerful middle of
the lineup. Barry Larkin is a superb
all-around shortstop.
.
Pete "Run for the" Rose has the
horses - Pun intended - to win.
San Diego Padres- Jack Clark,
'Bruce Hurst and Walt Terrell were
three major improvements. Terrell
and Hurst (18-6) round out a very
balanced rotation. Eric Show and
Dennis Rasmussen will each throw
200 quality innings. Mark Davis is
the second best lefty closer in the
league.
The addition of the "Ripper"
will add punch to the lineup, but is
still a huge void in the power dept,
Tony Gwynn (.313, 70 RBI) is the
only other outstanding hitter on the
club.
See Pace 813

place prediction could end up being
quite generous.
I like that Mel HaD fellow. He's a
character in the Steve Sax/Roger
McDowell mold.
Two best games. of the NCAA
Basketball Tournament (besides the
championship): N.C~ State over
Iowa in overtime. State tied the
game twice with las! second shots
and pulled it out in double O.T. A
thriller.
Duke over Georgetown. Duke
almost blew a double-digit lead late,
but : pulled it out. Anytime
Georgetown loses, it's a great game.
There are many critics of the
N.I.T. Tournament. As a witness to
the Redrnen- St. Louis final, I am
not one of them.
As Coach Carnesecca says,
"Thirty-two teams play great
basketball.,; What could be wrong
with that?"
My only suggestion: cut it to 16
teams..
Very few players get to play Division One basketball. Matt Brust got
that priviledge, He epitomized hard
work. In the years to come, he will
be forgotten.
And that's a shame.
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If you're one of the thousands or students who will be studying
.
for the LSAT this June, you could be preparing for an exam that's already
outdated.
While other prep courses are still teaching the old rest.
Stanley H. Kaplan has already designed a whole new course so you'll
breeze through the new LSAT revised logic and reading sections.
What hasn't changed is our formula for success. Small classes,
expert instruction. a distinguished research faculty. 135 Centers nationwide and our 50 rears of experience. So call us today. We're ready to
prepare you for the new LSAT

j

STANlEY H. KAPlAN
Take Kaplan Or Take 'llUr Chances

(212) 977·8200
Call Now! Classes Start Soon!
For other locations call 8()().I(AP-TESl:
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By MICKEY KRAMER .
By STEVEN" SCHEER

The great American pastime has
returned and so has my annual Maior League preview.
American League East:
Tough to call. A former
powerhouse,. the League is now infen or to the West.
Milwaukee Brewers - If healthy,
a return to the top could be in order
for the Brew Crew. First, the
lumber. Robin Yount (.306,91 RBI,
92 IDS) and Paul Molitor (.312,
115 runs, 41 steals) are genuine,
proven stars. Glenn Braggs (42 RBI
in 72 games), B.J. Surhoff and
possible Rookie of the Year, Gary
Sheffield are also strong offensively. Rob Deer. with 23 dingers supplies the power.
Pitching- Good starters. Don
August (13-7), Bill Wegman
(13-13), and Juan Nieves supply
depth, while Ted Hilguera (16-9)
supplies the greatness. He's one of
the top lefties in the game.
The Brewers are young, talented
and have enough to win their first
division crown since 1982. They
must get healthy.
Boston Red Sox- Team turmoil.
The most explosive offense in the
League. Mike Greenwell (22 HR,
119 RBI), Dwight Evans (21 HR,
III RBI) and Ellis Burks lead the
scoring brigade and make up the
best outfield in the American
League. Wade Boggs is a human hit
machine but is not exactly loved by
his teammates. Jim Rice is going to
have a comeback season this year.
Pitching- Even without Bruce
Hurst, this team has stronger pitching than most of the division. The
Rocket, Roger Clernrnens (18-12,
291 SO) is great. West Gardner,
Mike Boddicker (7-3 W / Sox) Oil
Can Boyd and newly acquired John
Dopson round out the decent staff.
Lee Smith and former Red, Rob'
Murphy make one of the top leftyrighty bullpen tandems.
Toronto Blue Jays- Good pitching, defense and hitting make for
a solid team.
Pitching- Veteran, Dave Stieb
(16-8) and Jimmy Key (12-5) are the
top starters. Tom Henke, with 25
saves and David Wells head the
relief corps. A lack of quality
starters will hurt the Jays.
The underrated Ernie Whitt
(16HR, 70 RBI) is a good catcher.
Tony Fernandez is the best fielding
shortstop in the league. And the
ream's defense is excellent.
The Jays can also score some
runs. Fred McGriff (34HR, 100
Runs) is a budding superstar.
George Bell (24 HR, 97 RBI) is a
fine run producer. Kelly Gruber
and Lloyd Moseby and Jesse Barfield also contribute offensively.

New York Yankees- Even with
Winfield and Santana healthy, this
team was in trouble. A long year is
in store for this dessimated squad.
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The bullpen should be fine with
Dave Righetti (25 saves) and Lance
McCullers (10 saves) closing the
door and Dale Mohorcic doing
much of the set up duties. The rotation is improved, but still weak.
Tommy John is decent. Andy
Hawkins, Dave Lapoint and if
healthy, John Candelaria are adequate. And lastly, AI Leiter is
talented, but won't succeed in the
Zoo.
Rickey Henderson, Steve Sax and
Don Mattingly are excellent
ballplayers and Mel Hall ( .280. 71
RBI) should do well in Yankee
Stadium. The Yankees are weak in
centerfield. shortstop and behind
the plate. Mike Pagliarulo and exTiger Tom Brookens will make a
~ood third base combo.
Dallas Green is a good man but,
Too weak in too many spots.
Oeveland Indians- An improvement on last year's 78-84 record is
in store. Two talented young arms
will lead the staff. Greg Swindell
(18-14) and John Farrell (14-10) are
quality arms. Doug Jones will be
the closer but there is a lack of
depth on the mound.
Pete O'Brien (16 HR, 71RBI),
Joe Carter (27 HR, 98 RBI) and
Cory Snyder supply the punch..
Not enough of anything.
Detroit Tigers- Could be neaded
for disaster. The pitching is getting
old; i.e. Jack Morris, Doyle Alexander, Frank Tanana. And the offense just isn't strong enough. Alan
Trammell (l5HR, 69 RBI) is one of
the best players in the game, but
there just isn't enough. Chris
Brown will continue to be one of
the biggest bust's in baseball.
Baltimore Orioles- Well, at least
Cal Ripken is still an Ail-Star. Some
young pitchers like Jeff Ballard,

Pete Harnish and Curt Schilling
might develop into good ones, but
not this year.
American League West:
A lot of talent in this once joke of
a League.
Kansas City RQYaIs- Finally a

catcher! Bob Boone will solidi fy a
position that hasn't been filled in a
long time. The big three, Charlie
Leibrant (13-12), Bret Saberhagan
and Mark Gubicza form an excellent nucleous to a starting rotation. Steve Farr (20 saves) does the
dosing.
The offense is still led by George
Brett (24 HR, 103 RBI), Danny
Tartabull and Be Jackson. Jackson
appears ready to explode on the
scene this year.
Oakland AthleUcs- Could
repeat, but will fall to the repeat, or
should I say, "No Repeat" jinx.
Solid pitching. Bob Welch (17-9),
Dave Stewart (21-12) and newly acquired Mike Moore will anchor the
rotation. Dennis Eckersley will once
again lead the Leagues best bullpen.
. Mark McGwire will be good for
35 dingers and when he comes back
from his wrist injury Jose Canseco
should do the same. He will not
have as good a year as last.
Dave Handerson (24 HR, 94
RBI) had a career year. He won't
come close to those numbers again.
Carney Lansford and Terry Steinbach also contribute in the run scoring department.
Good balance, but will fall short.

the Statesmen dropped both ends of
a doubleheader 4-2 and 1-0.
In the first game, Jeff Straub pitched.a fine game but the offense
didn't come up with the big hits. In
the nightcap, Vasquez also pitched
well but lost 1-0 in 11 innings on a
walk, two passed balls arid a suicide
squeez. In that game Baruch left 12
men on base.
Baruch's hitting finally woke up
in their next game against Jersey City State. The Statesmen were down
7-0 but rallied to rake a 9-8 lead only to lose 16-11. Staub started out
Vasquez took the loss.
Baruch next played the alwaystough Western Connecticut State
and lostI5-4. Western Connecticut
scattered their runs throughout the
game against losing pitcher Rob
Serrano, as the Statesmen were flat.
One of the reasons for the fOUI
losses, accordinz to coach Krochak
rs the limited pre-season. "The first
three .teams we played all went
down to Florida to play seven or
eight games. ·We're behind them
and trying to catch up. Also, the
weather here doesn't help."
Baruch didn't go down to Florida
because the school wouldn't give
the team the money for the trip and
Baruch wouldn't let any players
miss classes.
Baruch is also faced with the problem that most Baruch athletic
teams face - the lack of a home
field. Baruch has to practice in the
confines of the gymnasium; that's a
far cry from a baseball field. The
Statesmen are also faced with playing their remaining five home games
at Lehman College.
It's no secret that Baruch will
have a tough season. Playing on the
road is always tough physically and
mentally. The Statesmen will be
playing division III teams in the
CUNY conference and division II
teams in the Knick conference, as
well as schools from outside the

Last year the Baruch College
Baseball team finished with a
record of 12-10-the school's first
winning season in a decade. The
Statesmen made it all the way to the
CUNY semifinals by demolishing
CCNY in the first round. In the
semis, to decide who would play in
the CUNY finals at Shea Stadium,
Baruch played the John Jay
Bloodhounds. Senior Reggie Benson's 3 run homerun and splendid
pitching from sophomore Edgar
Vasquez, staked the Statesmen to a
5-1 lead after five innings. But,
Baruch's pitching and offense went
to sleep as John Jay rallied to win
the game 10-6. John Jay ended up
losing to the College of Staten
Island in the CUNY finals. "
Last season, along with the pride,
teamwork and togetherness of a
team, there were some tine· individual efforts. Coach John
Krochak won the CUNY coach of
the year; leadoff hitter Rich Triolo.
who batted - .414~ was the AJlCUNY left fielder; Matt Lipp was
the All-CUNY third baseman; Moe
Betancourt was the All·CUNY catcher and Moon Kim was the AlICUNY designated hitter.
This season Baruch has lost nine
players from last year, with only six
players remaining. There are also
sixteen new players. Those that are
returning are: senior pitcher Joe
Macchiarola (last season 5-0, 1.70
ERA); senior left fielder, Triolo;
junior shortstop Eddie DeCastro,
rated as one of the top shortstops in
the league and last years' team
leader in stolen bases; junior pitcher, Vasquez, who was contacted
by the Pittsburgh Pirates in the off
season; junior utility man and pitcher Robert Serrano and junior catcher Marc Johnson.
During the off season the
Statesmen acquired pitcher Jeff
Straub from division I Long Island
University (L.I. U.). He should help conferences.
bolster the pitching staff. Straub
If ~lTuch is to make an impact
will also help the offense as he can this season, they will have to work
also hit the long ball.
on fundamentals. If they don't exSo far this season Baruch has ecute the little things that win
faired poorly going 0-4. Against games, the Statesmen may be in .for
division II school Manhattanville , a long season .
Wally Backman and Dan Gladden set the table excellently.
The Twins fall a little short in the
starting pitching department, but
any team with Frank Viola (24-7)
has a chance. Jeff Rearden is a fine
stopper.

Texas RanRers- A busy team in
the off-season. A new left side of
the infield with Rafael Palrniero
Minnesota Twins- Shou1d (.307. 75 runs) at first and the
challenge aU year. Great thump in underrated Julio Franco (.303, 88
the middle of their lineup"with Kent . runs) at second. They tearn with
Herbek (25 HR, 76 RBI), Gary Scott Fletcher and Steve Buechele
Gaetti, all underrated superstar (28 to form a very good and young inHR, 88 RBI) and Kirby Puckett field. Rubin Sierra (23 HR, 91 RBI)
is a star in the outfield but they still
(.356.121 RBI).

need some more punch.
Pitching- Could be the surprise
of the League. Nolyn Rvan is an
absolute phenomenon at 41.
Charlie Hough is still effective. And
they have Jose Guzman (11-13) and
Bobby Witt; both young and
talented. Witt will be a surpnse this
season.
The loss of Mitch Williams to
Chicago will hurt their bullpen.
CaUfomia Angels- Not much of
anything, but that just shows how
poor the rest of the division is.
Pitching- None.
Hittin~- Not much. Wally
See Paae 815

